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SPORTS: Speculation Rampant On Racers' Seeding
Year
on Kentk.

LitutiRszTIAES
Thursday, March 9, 2006

Murray
honored
by Site
Selection
magazine

School officials
unaware of PETA
demonstration plan
Was scheduled for
today; animal rights
activists are to stay
off school property

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
‘turrJ, n•Iffeti lttne il1hc
Kentucky conutiumnes m Site
Selection maga/sne.• annual
that
Awards
Micropoluan
places the state third iii the
nation for the highest number of
nuenopolitan awards in the Top
100
The award. tormetly alled
'lop Small Towns. is designed
to honor those communities of
50AX111peopk of fewer for their
ability to secure new and
expanded corporate tactlity
projects
-Haying 10 of Kentucky 's
small communities finish S41
well in new and expimding business Ain% its for 200is quite an
nu:
J1:4, omplishment "
Fletcher said in a 1C1CA‘C ft
speaks highly of the ounther
quality small towns we base in
this state And their ability to
compete in a global marsetplace -The ranking is based in a
community \ total number ot
qualified projects as tracked hy
Conway Data Inc.'s New Plant
database Qualified protects
include those that !moisc a cap
nal ovesmontoirlAkeht$4111117
hon. ars& 50 or Melt idle or
insolse new floor spoor of at
least 20.0110 square feet.
In addition to Saurrac, the
other Kentucky communities
finished in the Top 1(1) were
Paducah. Glasgow. Dansille.
Richinsind, Somerset. Frankton.
Mount Sterling. Corbin and
Union City. Term -Ks area
"Kentucky is prods:grit to
Noe so min”, communities
throughout the state who under
stand economic deseliipment
and what it takes to &whip ail
JIMOSphere conducts c to rill at 1
mg and cspanding business;
said Secretary Gene Strong 01
the Cabinet for 1...onomi,
Des dimwit, I.ongi atulate
those making the Top IOU and
look forward to adding to it nest
scar"
Site Selection publisher
Conway Data has been tracking
business expansion :tensity for
MOM than 41t sears. Its yearly
analyses Me regarded hy corporate real estate analysts as "the
industry scoreboard'
"Finishing in the top three
state. for the number of memoolitans say, that the whole state
is doing something nght. not
lust a couple of communities."
•J‘s Stark Arend. Site Selection
editts "It sass that a significant
number ot companies want to tv
in Kentuck and that they arc
choosing small city locations in
addition to the mann meth,.
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By ERIC WALKER
Editor
as scheduled to
an
An animal rights
stage an informational politest outside Murray
Ekmentary School this atternosm regarding circus
animal abuse
The esent. which was to feature a person
dressed as an elephant with ankle chains and an
ann in A sling. was to take place at 2.25 J• students
were to lease school. Aixordtng to a lased press
release.
The fax, sent to new • °rpm /a t
Wednesday. stated the People tot the 1- thk al
+ would hand out 'He
Treatment of Animals

MICHAEL omostattgar

II See Page 2A

hens Photo

CHEERING THE LADY LAKERS:Calloway County HO
School junior Keela Evans leads fans in a C-C-H-S"
cheer dunng a timeout of Wednesday's game between
the Lady Lakers and St Mary's in the First Region
Tournament first round at the Regional Special Events
Center tn Murray Calloway lost to the Lady Vikings 6851. For more complete coverage of the game see page
1B.

New charges added
after robbery arrests
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The two men Arrested in multiple Sunday robberies face
additional charges
Gene B Haggard. .18. of
Benton was charged Wednesday
with first-degree robbery and
third-degree assault while Bruce
Lennox. Al. of Murray, was
charged with first-degree wan
Ion ellkLiegerThern
.4 Muct:o Police Department
officer seised the two men with
the new warrants while they
remain In the Calloual. County
tail N1PD spokesman Sgt Tim
Osborne said
, Initially. I comos was charged
with first-degree hurglapr
.--ifi) sec• hond-degree burglary
degree assault, alcohol intosi anon and two counts of second-

Tomorrow's
Forecast
L*JA
Partty Cloudy

degree criminal mischief He
was arraigned on those charges
And is scheduled to he in
Calloway Doanct Court for
preliminary hearing Tuesckiy. ,1
court spokeswoman said
was
Haggard originally
charged with disorderly conduct. possession of 111:1111u.ina
and possession of drug paraphernalia before he was taken to
the hospital He is scheduled to
he arraigned April 3. the court
spokeswoman said
The two were arrested
Sunday alter MPD officers
responded to an attempted robbery at 1h03 Campbell St There
Haggard was injured in a fight
ins oh tng the Campbell Street
to
taken
resideme
and
Vanderbilt Medical Center tor

II See Page 2A

MiCHAEL DANtetaillgar a Times Ptsoi,
ADDRESSING CRIMESTOPPERS: Calloway County Sheriff Larry Roberts talks to the
Murray-Calloway County CrimeStoppers on Wednesday about why he wants to be re--elected
in the upcoming election One of his challengers Bill Marcum also spoke

CrimeStoppers hear Sheriff
Roberts, challenger Marcum
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Two of the three ‘ansiklate.
County sheriff
tor Callow
touted the importance of COOperanon with other local police
agencies while stumping for
themselses before a group ot
their peers.
'Sheriff Larry Roberts and
,hallenger Bill Man-urn each
spoke to Murray -Calloway
enmeStoppers on
(Ounty
afternoon
at
Wednesday

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
With an upcoming election
with more races than ever
before. ampaign signs are
hound to he popping up.
The City of Murray fellikeee
the sue of these signs. which
can he placed in all residential
and commercial tones as long as

they are erected on pm ate prop
ers at the permission of the
owner
The .ampaign signs .uc limit
ed to eight square feet with the
bottom of the sign being no
higher than two feet from
groundlesel. according to ('its
Hamer Candace Dowdy
ac candidier can place one

lames oa.
Stock SCIP5850

a

1
44..

17K mates, Learte, Sun Root
XPA Redo, On Star
Remainder ci fac . ,-• 1-'
$18,800

111N11111911112
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Fellow challenger Don Sent
Sr had a tihedlInni: ,011111k1 md
was unable to attend the three
candidates will LIVe each other
on the Ma) lb Democratic pn
mary ballot
Roberts said hi, iust more
than three sears as shenft has e
been a learning expencrise Still.
he listed Apartment acorn
prishments. such as poming the
Pennynle Narcotics Task Forte
when hind,were unas amiable for

the former Tn-County Area
Drug Task Force and secunng
homeland security grant that
will enawoye countywide com
mum:Anon. for law entorce
merit Agencies
1 base really enjoyed tieing
Calloway County shentt and I
would like to continue to he
sherd!' said Roberts who hills
worked in law enforcement for
am the tints
; I 2 scars

•See Page 2A

Candidates warned about sign placement

- 41471

w_MSTO

An Fie-Friend. stickers and .ornic hisiks sh‘i•
abuses ot elephants by in. uses au .T1
Awn The .iistumeci PFTA actrvist was to eiseiletbi4
a sign that reads •Cin.usies Are Pie Poi
Animals
The release specifically mentions Reaseas
linos and Ilaraurn & Batley Circus. odd& it
scheduled to be at Marra 's Regnenel Special
1- sent, Center March 28.29 An e-mail isquen to
Rangling Bros publicist seaktai comalemits was
not returned as of pressurne dig semis
Ian Blessing of PETA said in Inetrawantakm,
would he off school pounds — nwit or
iienerall.we Maid outwear of the Reboot,
property As the bib pa dismissed. they come to
us As they dose off. we stand hy stop ups and
they talk to us he said
Blessing .ontacted tsy phone Wednesday, said
similar demonstrations were held in Mobsee.
on And Alhany tia PI-TA has also
and in
rescntly heen in the news protesting KFC restau
rants around the country.
JIkged

..
,

0 Oars 4. f offal to

I 401 est fn.

4•

Trim

sign per lot The city s ordinance
these signs to he
remosed within 14 &Ass after the
election
Dowids warn,candidates that
plaensent ot their signs on pull
property. such as traftm.
signs uohty poles or building,
is prohibited If signs we found
on such places they will he

.11•4, requires

remosed at the .andkiates misi
Sign also are prohibited from the
right-of way on streets and thc
of intcr%ectu
tot
clear F.
sateis purposes
r'anihdaies with questions
may call Dowdy in the :its •
planning and toning &penmen!
at ..r12

Alt)

Murray Leiser &Theis

2A • Thursday. %lard, Y. 2606

House OKs ATV helmet bill
stet's ride nit Ovalle property.
Rep. David Floyd said property rights would he eroded
without his amendment. He
warned that police could go onto
private land to enforce the het
met mandate
Floyd. R-Bardstown. said it
should he parental responsibility
to get their children to put on
helmets. "This is not a body of
grandpersein: lie said.
Supporters said the amendment
defeated hy two votes
would have gutted the Incas
ure Gooch said nearly all MA

By SAUCE SCHREINER
Associated Pins Mir
FRANKFORT, Ky tAP) -A bill roguinng youngsters to
strap on helmets when riding all-

ternun .chicks was passed h)
the keniutks House on
Wednesday
The hill sent to the Senate on
a S()-4 sou:, would apply to
youngster.. under Age 16 who

climb onto four-wheelers on prisate or public property
Rep. Jim Crouch, the
lead sponsor. said a helmet law
is needed because Kentucky
leads the nation in ATV licaths
and nuny s ietims are youngster.
Gooch. D-Prosidence. said
the hill was meant to spare parents from -has mg to spend the

rest 01 their lite thinking would
ii Kase been different- it their
children had put on helmets
hetore riding tour • w heelers
The %oh" was hailed by
Michele l'IM1 of the Brant
Asmiiia11011 of Kentucky She
said it would help present iteaths
and serious injuries
-I think our chances in the
Senate arc lust a.. good as the
House.- finn said in an inters it.w -Ifs going to he close lust

like the House.Go%
Ernie

Fletcher'.

Three
hurt after
vehicle
overturns

•
=
fire was reported at Sullivan's Golf Courts on Morel 11101
Street al 10:06 p.m. Tuesday
Staff Report
Court* Sheriff** Department
Murray Ledger & Times
Pcr
i
Jarrn
Reed waned al 253 p.m. Tuesday a
Three people were injured +A cease Mir
Tuesday after .1 %Chtile that had
wdri
bi.rtff's Department
lawebell
SIP:iil
brake problems osenurned on
see aretelsd Feb 25 for Oral211.
L.S. 641 South less than a half •Kincaid'
ollensatimalecluiles nielheraphelts.leinisty possession
mile outside the city
anhydrous ammonie in an unepprevedosiiiner %wit the inlent
Terry P Franklin Jr.. 25. of to manuteciure meth. possession ot dime petepheinelle. possesNorthwood Drive in Murray. sion of meoluans and driving on a seopenled benne. DelsolNe
said he had recently had work Kevin Allehell worked with Benton Pella Depoirensil allow
done on his vehicle'. brake sys- Warn Trimadasy in the ovessigetion Nei id to Campbell's
tem. according to a Calloway arrest Tmeadvisa slopped a verde in the SOSO block of Oak
County Sheriff's Department Ural Reed and domed Campbell's license was impended The
drug-Wiled items were found in the maid.
release.
Franklin told Deputy Tommy. • Desitianin. an United Propene employee, reported March 4
Kunhro that he was going down OW someone enlaced OW COmpany's fence and Ionic propane
value of about $700
r hill not far out of the eat). on tanks and other propeny that combined for a
is amenuing.
1. S. 641 South when he heard a The inireid
• Alvin J
66. of Fourth Street in Nordin. reported
loud popping sound His %chide March 4 that someone std. his Snapper lawn mower, tvhich is
then veered off the right side of worth $400
the road, overturned and came to
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
a rest in an uprtght po.ition
•A brush fire was repoetiDd Ky 121 South and Cyprnie Springs
EMS transported I anklm at 4 40 p.m Tuesday. The forestry service also was notified.
and his two passengers Lorna • A small grass fire was reported on Bnnn Road at 10:27 p.m
Gail Garner, 43. and Erica Tuesday.
Murray Fire Department
Garner. 10 ---- to Murray Calloway County llospitol for • An injury crash was reported on U S 641 South at Brandor
injuries sustained in the crash. Bottoms at 10 56 p m. Tuesday
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
.They all were treated and
and citations from various agencies
released.

death% and injuries occur on pri
sate property
Gooch said other child-protection laws apply tO pus ate and

puhln propert
He cited studies showing that
Rep. Jim Gooch
.hildfell are more likely to he
0-Providence
senously injured in ATV crashes. Over the -past two decades.
spokesman said the gosemor
be said. 103 Kentucky children
"looks favorably- on the bill
"We're talking about kids under age I died in ATV crashes In the past five years. the
here who are the primary users death toll was 41. he said.
of ATVs." said the spokesman.
Another 400 children under
Brett Hall. 'This is a great conage 16 were injured in ATS
cern of the governor's.crashes between 2001 and 2004.
The hill's crucial test came
when the House narrow Is including 144 who suffered head
Gooch said.
defeated an amendment that imunes.
Meanwhile, another safety
would have exempted the helbill that cleared the House on
met requirement when youngwould
Wednesday
largely ban
youngsters under age 16 from
ndmg in the hack of pickup
trucks The hill passed (i4-2 and
goes to the Senate.

MPD offers house
watch program

Pelee Deportment
•A *left wee reporled
111171110n Beach at Vat p.m. Wednesday
decedeity conduct.
•A Omni,vies cho
sw
siSueeday
was anested Tuesday on a estrare
•Kyle Dawns,43. of
chaining him with
lilap.m. Tuesday to report
• Someone came to the stelon sib
the Mid ot medicine.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 624 Broad St at 5 56 p.m

Protesting
church won't
violate state
funeral laws

Stott Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MUITZI!. Police Department officers will help protect homes
while residents are 011 k Acation
While the tree set-s ice is as adahle year around, the house
otch program is particularl% popular in the spring when families trawl while their children Are on breaks from school City
residents can has c SIM)officers check on their house on a dails
hasp, while the are a Vial. 10 ensure the residence is secure
If officers notice any problems. they will contact residents at
the go en emergency number.
The other popular springtime sers lie ins ols es home security
esaluations The program helps present crime as an officer
looks at the home, including its windows, doors, kicks, lighting
and exterior design that could pros ule coser.
Atter completing the es aluation. the officer will send the re,
'dent a report on ans area that Ma?, he sulnerable to a burglar or
home ins Ater

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
today at 6 at East Elementary
School Agenda items include
resolution
concerning
a
enrollment
at
North
Elementary School
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 630 p.m at city
hall The agenda includes two
hospital board appointments
and two appointments to
other
The
boards
finance'personnel committee
will meet at 5 45 p m to discuss bids for the old post
office and the public safety
committee will meet at 6 p m
to discuss wrecker service
charges
• The Murray Board of
Education will meet tonight at
7 in the Area Technology
Center Items on the agenda
include bids for colunary arts
hood system installation and
Ty Holland concession stand
and restroorns
•To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

TULSA. Okla. (API — A
small Kansas church known for
its anti-gay protests said
Wednesday it will still picket on
the day of soldiers' funerals but
wont % mlatc new state laws that
limit when and where such
demonstrations take place
"We're not going to gel
arrested We obey the law." said.

Shirks Phelps-Roper. an attorney and member of Westboro
Baptist Church of Topeka. a fundamentalist congregation headed by her father. the Rev. Fred
Phelps
Westboro Baptist has out-

III Additional.
From Front
treatment
Vs fide insesugating that in,
dem. oIl k ers learned Lenn,,s
and Haggard had been tricots c,1
in seseral acts of burglary. cninmal mischiet and assault at 1611
Wiswell Road. which has multiple resideme.
The two men will he
arraigned Monday on the new
charges unless Judge Jeanne
Carroll wants to see them sooner. OshOrrie w4114.1 more charges
could lollow.

AP
HIGHER EDUCATION RALLY: Louisville students Alicia Paez (left) and Rachel Canham
participate in the Higher Education rally in the rotunda of the Capitol in Frankfort Ky.
Wednesday Students from universities around the state gathered at the rally to show the
need for more funding at the state's universities

raged mounting communities
across the nation by showing up
at soldiers' funerals with signs
that read -God Made
reference to roadside bombs_
Members of the congregation
contend soldiers are being
struck down by God for defend
mg a nation that tolerates homosexuality In response. seseral
states haw passed or considered
legislation restricting when and
where pickets mas demonstrote
at funerals

•Sheriff ...

Forecast
twilight will ha‘e a Mr
chance of rain and lows in the
upper 44h,
hriday will he partly cloudy
with highs in the mad 60s.
frulas night will haw a 20'4
chance ot rain and lows in the
mid 51).

Remodeling. Siding. Drywall Pont,
Light Fixtures Rotted or Soft Floor Repair
Roof Leaks. Plumbing Leaks. Etc
WE cLE4rv JP OUR ME55 lLy'

LUAU & LEVEL CONSTRUCTIO
Call Terry Ceight or Orytta 1110c11eses

759-4704 or 4374018

From Front
andidate with experience as
sheriff and I'd like to gain a lit-

tle more."
There's still work to he done.
he said. specifically mentioning
a still-developing major crime
task force that would outline
multi-agency plans to respond to
abductions. snipers, terrorism
and other such cnmes.
"It's something I hope we'll
nes er need.- Roberts said.
hose most
Marcum
recent law enforcement job has

been as a sworn officer with the leaders and
Murray State l'noersoy Police residents.
Department
said he would The group
bring about three decades of • ffers
awards to
experience to the job.
Marcum mentioned his idea gain comof having more collaboration munity input
with ('rinteStoppers and local to sok mg
Neighborhood Watch programs. crimes.
"You
some of which Murray Police
Marcum
I)(Torment has worked to can't lease
develop Cnmetitoppers meets something in
monthly and includes represen- . our front yard that someone
tatives from the three local won't steal." Marcum said. -We
police agencies as well as 10011 have to have more eyes and

Insurance Available Anywhere In Murra -Callowa Cotinh,

said.

From Front

tlurra% I.eilrer
limes She stated later Wednesday that she was
UhMleie•OUI in contacting a representative from PITA for addition

Murray Elementary School Principal Janet Caldwell was
unaware of the planned demonstration when contacted h% the

al information about their plans.
-Hopefully. they'll move to another location." she said. :Odin::

AiiU4Autuutritigo

753-4703

agencies experience shrinking
funding.
He said if elected shenff he'd
like to try to pull in more federal grant..
"My working relationships
with eseryone in the oser
years Fse been in lass enforcement speak tor itself.- Marcum

•PETA

DIVIDEND CHECKS for KY Farm Bureau Customers *17Mng New Patients
During March approx 4.000 families in
Murray-Calloway County will receive the
2005 Dividend Checks Thank you for
insuring your homes autos and farms wr,
the KY Farm Bureau Insurance Company

cars.Marcum also said MSC's
new countywide Jurisdiction
agreement is an ideal example of
the cooperation necessary as

Ear, Nose & Threat
of Marra)
Mania klapper. MA.
- Hearing kid- Si. Referral* Required -

Call lot Appoilment(270)759-4811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray. Kl 42071

they would not he allowed on school property.
Caldwell noted slw had contacted Murray School Superintendent
Bob Rogers and Murray Police about the situation She said hand
otits are h01 permitted for the safety and secunty of the students
VIPD Sgt. Jim Osborne said officers would he at S1ES for normal
afierschool traffic detail, hut would also monitor the PETA demon
stratnin
they re on school property, they'll he asked to move hack." he

Regarding the proposed "elephant- activist. Osborne did mention
an unusual city ordinance regarding costumes that hide a persons
identity The ordinance prohibits wearing masks or hoods in public
places. Exi-eptions. though. are for people under the age of 16. seasonal holidas Lo.liune. theatrical productions for the nature of a
person •
a gas illaSk I he penalic is a line

Come See The All New, Totally Re-Designed

2007 Toyota Camry Now Available at
(i)
TOYOTA

2420
PEPPERS TOYOTA

E 1W8
o0
ocl
os3
t.25_3229 Parts, TN •(731)642-3900
www permerstovota corn

slum" 1449c*

LOCAL
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TbEnday. %Iamb 9. as •IA

Remembering downtown
nwrows NOTE: Dui is
0 nea ,4.immut Pune Mirrrut
Main Street. 4 ailed It
Dtrivnirawn lime - Irs Mum
Sorer volunteer lievity Lune
Drinking "zingers at Wallis'
Drug Store Wit&*tarn
a movie
at Varsity Theater.
• for
clothes at Litthilines.
HWY
Yellow Slow Them=
Murray made* Meseta still
fondly remember this downtown court iquam.
In the present-4W shadow of
big business America, it's easy
to imagine that such a quaint
env Minimal might falter and
lade: rot Murray's court square
has continued to thnve In an
eflort to keep abbe the history
seeped mu' Mwraiy"s downtown
and in recognition of the businesses and elitil• currently
sr:Motile, Murray Main Street
presents Iii Downtown Time.
This monthly article will watt
to highlight Mutray*s present
resources and vibrant past for
residents of all ages to browse.
remember and Ow".
Sturrar Main Street worts to
strengthen the downtown as the
seiner iit OW eomniunit)
through concentrated efforts in
organization. poiniroton. design
and economic restructuring.
The organization joins thousands of cotes and towns both
Large and small in using the
Main Wee low point appoiat.h
to res itafitation

'Die lour point approach
focuses on hisions preserr 4(KWI. economic der elopment.
promotional actir ities. and
using communor rolunteers to
organize And implement all
protects and at-tonics This
.ipproach is tieing used a oh
peat success to breathe life

husk inns dossnition ci)mmuni
lies all ilicIrlk•• Attlerlt:d and .es
,-; al foreign countries
Ihe Main Street office pro. isle s int onitatiiin and inaienAls
1,11 picarr• anon. facade grants.
building rerun alitin and re,at NA
non. loan pool funding. compli
atav a ith state and federal
guidelines And the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation The organsza-

STREET

MURRAY

It's Downtown Time!
non works dowdy with contractors and provides technical
support on aspects of downtorsi) preservation and resuwsIii in
Slain Street And the lour
point Approach represent J it1411
preherisire strategy to down
town resit:di/Anon Both the
public and pm ate sectors hare
unique *Allis And .uea. %here
thes Are efllecti•e Cornhinin
the talents ot both groups
brings together all the skills
necessiwr to attack do* moss n
problems and create and foster
positive change.
Promoting disaniiirsn
Murray to customers. potential
insestors new businesses r is,
tors. and local citizens is also
An important pan of Murrar
Main Street Aetna) Promoting
our downtown. including
erents. takes place in An organ

celebrate Preservation Month
May 2006.
This yeat's compatibee
entitied.-Waiting
Places/Places that Work
Local student entrants at &bawd
to identifr old buildings in
ar County dist
%lunar
hare pros ided a place of

i/ed fashion on a continual
basis to help ensure that resital
tiation aims toes and mutant es

school submitting the most
entries will also he rectignited
and presentee an ais aid for 1, •
ticipation Cash Awards Anti
other prim. *ill he awarded to
all winners
Students MC required to

take hold, Along a oh keeping
divontosin risible to shoppers
and tourists
The Murrar Main Street
Pronoxion Committee Works
diligently to organize And pies
ent stivintins-n events and
opportunities to the communal).
including Easter on the Square.
Saturdar Market. Main Street
Merrinient and Dickens' Alter
The Pnwnotion Committee is
currentlr *toting oath The
Kentuckr Heritage Council and
Presers alum kentucli•. Iris to
lotalls promote a photti-e..a%
iimipetition tor all kentucks

school students Fhe Kentuckr
Heritage( ountil and

Presenation Kentuckr. Inc arc
sponsorial this competition to

is'tient for previous ipmer
anon. ol residents asiltor Menntr historic places that am Mill
'‘a ticking tor the worm* in

that the hare heen tw can be
adapted to continue to he functional for An ill•otilt7 producing
PiirP"st.
The kentuclii Heritage

Council and Preservation
Kentacky. ha; will select firm
second mid third place e••.2% •
from the categories. Pnmar
Grades I -S). berrinethaie
I Grades 640 and Secandorr
Grades 9-l2i In addition. tht

submit a iop) 01 their essArs
And accompanying photos to a
local government official la
order to foster community
av.afelless. Essays must be
postmarked no later than March
l. 2t/O6 Much of this information is taken directly from
the us-Issue, wow presets attonkentuckcirg. This site
also has the official entry form
and competition guidelines
Munar Main Street
Promotion Committee sill ;set
as a facilitator hetween the
schools And Presenation
Kentuckr. Iris The liScrituwks
Heritage Council work with
local media to promote this
erent. create communits .1%A. dEC
nes. And make local gosernmeat tiffictair. ass ire if the
sompctition. hit-further mho-'nation. comact Ann (Milton at
753-9713
Murrar Main Street is evcit
c-d to help sponsor this crew
and assist in bringing to light
the rich histors of our hos n
Look for further neu s and
erents each month in It.
INirrnioan Time. along *Oh

Phcilis MOW

NORTH ACADEMIC TEAM FIRST IN GOvERNOMS PIP:Plalured (front rdit tromilltrn are
Kyia Kisbreai Stkran McCalion Elizabeth Chadwick. Own Peanicx). Landon Few, M Tyler. Hudson Mot,(back from left) Coach Vicki Rim Colman Gimes Ashisy Hen,
Kristina Bottom. T J Elan, Jennies( Edward& Deny Wending and Coach S,
Eartissri. Not piCtured are Austin Trotter and Travis Mlles

North Elementary wins
academic competition
\orth Callow:a) kmentarr
School played host tot the
District
Go•ernor's
Cup
At Ademit competition Saturda•
The home court Ads:uitage paid
oft this time as Sionh
Elementary came in lost in the
final team standings
callow a•
Southwest
Elementary finished lust a single
point behind to place setond
its erall
Nonh Ili:mentos s I lallt1FT
PtilWfll Sok ing learn took lest

HISTORIC SCENE: W J Pitman a long time Murray revdent enjoying his childhood in downtown Murray
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Recall want Also finished in first
place And were undefeated lot
the ibs s tompetttion
Team

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

members Are Stark Tr ler.
I andon Eike. Hudson
liestinr %codling and Ashler

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com
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chronicles anti recolksmons of
\NMI\ in Jar s gone hy. If you

hare intonnaiiiin stones or
photographs rou *could like to
include, feel tree to contact
Deana Wnght at 759-q474 or
sisal our website at www.mutrar mainstreet org. Dow mow n
Murrar Come Again'

place and earned the right it
sompete in the Regional
up to he held Loci
tiosertior
this month at Calsert City
Team nieinhers are Krishna
Bohannon. Sulliran McCalkin
and C.u-men Grimes
The Nionh I lementarr Quid.
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ite House Center was established in Atpinl. IIKl ha the purpo*.e of helping be

,
1114.1

and girls lacing ununieh pregnane% I fe House Is J non profit Chn.u.an mulish%
kl• Allilleef•
4: is an ettlrbo• et: 14 vi three sear\
Canneteta has ht-ell roth lite 144111,
for tnan iciers poor to that through her ,hurch Pirlar Spring Kamm Chut.ti 11,-,
mans people I
%erb sininglb about the tact that this Center is weec....1u1 hecaute
math have teen Clod at Auld alflAllgil the process of hinkting this 11111firs11 salmi
-We haw riser insolunteers who make MICIS a huge deference anti iii' mils
,nre.il *hat God did and sernimues to do. there is so now-h mow it I 4,
c‘c • •ait•

ite House enter wends found a nevi home on Poplar Stns-i
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waling the lose ot Citry4
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FORUM
OUR READERS WRITE
To int Maw.
Fonth11814. the ProPmed constillinissid amendment that would
bunk thitheal amipactice mints' maids for pain and suffenng
IOW it the Kentucky Same. Preitheithly. the Kentucky Medical
Aa•Meilion backad this mitiatirC
alnico posed the question "What do trains wear?" Who
knows, but it seems Otts IOU% IA hat dOLIOn %Mt everything.
The!, want a cap on non-economie &unarm even though a cap
has proven not to he the panacea that tort reformer. claimed at
would he In tact, medical tliAlpiabl.11‘e insurance prenuums in .inu
all. all the states that hase a cap are higher than in states that don't
ha.r a cap Doetor. want legislators to pros ule protection from
accountahilit when thes commit malpractice The want to he
allowed to sonfinue practicing medicine regardless of the number
of times the. eommit nuilpractice
W hat do %it hin.. all medial malpradirx want" They want then
constitutional nght to tia.e jur) decide the &mops-tate damages
when thes go to sawn oking for the only Justice that is a.lulabk
to them The want the Inedlt al profession to do a much better rob
ot addressing meths al inalpras lice The% want the good doctors
who stand behind that white wall of silence. whieh is a hallmark if
the medical protessiain. to weed out the had doctors
Kudos to the kentucks legislators who thwaned this mitiatoe
those legislators who support doctors JI the expense of medical
malpractice .iettins sharuld he ashamed ot themselses.
Jane Marshall
Doser. Tenn
To the Editor.
As a veteran. I AM extremel% disappointed in Sen. Jim "twilit ii. recent vote with regard to the so-calkid nudge point of order sow
taken during the Senate's consideration of the Fairness in Asbestos
Injury Resolution (FAIR) Act
This entical legislation for %derails is the last best hope tor
Congrrss to compensate sett:tin',slit A Nk Rh ashestos-related di,
CAW%

Fellow Sen Mitch McConnell spoke tor kentuck.'s .eteran
when he soled ".e.- to dismiss the meaningless hudget point ot
order raised by opponents of the hill
I Mortunately Seri Bunning did not join his colleague. His "no%axe and the "no- soles e AM IV other Senators stalled consideration of the hill Without the FAIR Act. setenuts who were exposed
to toxic asbestos %%He ',ening their countr. and who now suffer
.nied compensation
trom fatal diseases will eontinue to .Wi0
orients in the FAIR Act, it
W lute there ma.. he room tor IIII
remains the lutist % table solution to the asbestos problem The bill
would reino.e asbestos claims II-0111 an 0% CI.V. helflICA t:01111 ••••.• stem
.andisompensate sick asbestos %tennis !RIM a prn ate financed
trust fund
The FAIR Ns1 "uld Pr"`I& certnntY to sick .derans seeking
sompensation tan their asbestos-related illnesses I encourage
Senator Running to rethink his stance on the FAIR Act, and hope
both he and Senator McConnell will support this solution to the
asbestos crisis st hen the Senate re-examines the issue
Sincerely
Michael Penn.. Past State Commander
kentuely Depanment of the \dews of Foreign Wars
Gilhens.tll. PS.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Can-,
Office Sollding
%vans house gov,whitlield

Washington. DC 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARusseii Senate Office Building Washington, D C 20510
1-202-224-4343
www pin bunningizbunning senate go.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 'Washington in

Washington D C 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Fran4don, Ky
Poor-

40601
1-800-372-7181

•

e-mai,

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
F•anklort Ky 40601

Legislative Offices Capitol Anne),
1-800-372-'18'
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Clintons that pass in the night
Bill and Ifillar. Clinton are
the first couple to appear
taneousl and mammal,
the national political stage
Dir are using then we,
eumstances as a comer'
shicid fair one another. tuiiill
mg. at once. Hillar.'s dream tat
no account

sides of an
issue
Ihd
Hillars
know Mai
Bill was
pardomng
Morris
the FAL%
Advisory tern inst. to
By DICh MOMS help her win
Syndicated
Puerta.
Columnist
Rican %Lae,
in New
'tort Oh,
she V. as opposed to the pardon
Did Hillary find out that Bill
was granting pardons to felons
and drug dealers who had hired
her brothers tor •ix- figure tees
lobh her husband tor pardons right under her nose' No
In tact she was "saddened'.
at her brothers. ins ol.ement
And we all know that
Ffillar was -gasping tor
breath- when she first learned
the truth about Ma imea
Lew insk.
And the former first lad.
was "hewildered- that members
of the White House staff would
treat her demands that the fire
the trioel-oilise staff As an
order
Bill ha. been out there s nil
curing the war white IIillars
'soling tor
pia.. to the center
it
•
And now, this her..-tooted
pas de deux straddles the issue
art whether a Duhai compan%
should run 'Is ‘mensan ports
Are we trill. to heliese
a
Hillar. • •••••%--.

Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton
ithu she AIIVN nothing about
Bill's counseling of his friend
and henetador the crown prince
of Dubai. Sheik Mohammed bin
'Usti's! at Maktoum. ailf-the
Hill and Milan
pon• deal'
(111111111 e% el' speak to each
other or kit, the lust attend
funerals, fundraisers and Hills
tiraham crusades together for
phaNtr-ops'
Bill is Ater all, a regular in
Duhai The .rown prince
conthat is the gar.ernment
tributed to his presidential
library and pa.. him S1d0Alon
per speech. Recently Yucaipa.
an American company that has
Bill Clinton Js a "senior ads iser- and pa.s him a percentage
art its profits. formed J partner ship with the 1)uhai In.estmern
Cinrup to form DIGL Inc..
compan. dedicated to managing
the sheik's personal noestments
No doubt Bill(-111111aIl as
brought in to cement this hien,and
ti.c deal from which he
therefore
make millions "either Hill nor
Hillar's will disclose how much
he is paid. hut her Senate +mandr,la'sun: s1 s thJI th: ‘a, II
s
- more than' s Olin The'.

also -VA*,)*44's hie.% much Dubai
rat. alt. ga.e to the Clinton
library,
So when Sen.('harks
broke the
Schumer
story that the administration had
appnived the Dubai ports deal
and Bill Clinton started to
defend it in public. are we to
heliese that Hillary did not
know that the sheik had called
him to ask his advice. and are
we to behest' that Bill's &tense
of the deal was tmreiated to his
m.riad financial ties to Dubai '
Hillary stands to gain mil
lion., in income from her hus.
band's Dubai connection. She
knows he flies there .ery. %ef"
ltrquently And she must realue
that Bill is close to the Dubai
ro.al tamil
So wh did she dump on tht
port deal'Like!. to eoser herself 11 she were any-thing less
than front and center against the
lytthal port deal. she would .ulnerahk to criticism oser
in.01.ement with the Dubai
royal tarml. So she held
marathon press etanerences
denouncing the deal and pr.

AP Fre Photo
fessed not to reali/e her hushand %vas delending the deal at
the sheik request.
What's read. going on here
is that Bill Clinton is trying to
please his Arab patrons and
business partners at the same
time that Hillary Clinton is tr.ing to capitahre on American
stereotypes ahaiut \rah terrorists
%wt. impinant. she's dr.perate.1 trying to distract attention from the Dubai dollars that
Slow into her lama's checking
recount from Bill's political and
business dealings with the
Duhai erown prince What bet'
ter v.a than to att.k1 them.
We should insist that
•Bill Clinton register as an
art a foreign principal
le the Clinton. sa how
he makes from Dubai
IN Die Clinton lihrar. tell us
how much Dubai rao. alt gas':
to the library
•And Bill disclose, in the
future. whew% er he is speaking
as an ex -president air j% j paid
public -relations flail.
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College students say arsons started as joke

ism Yam Mega

BUtbUNGHAM. At.. (AP)
Wad Aar weak krieral
.tgeats pored over lamdadiof
Mods la the Aldan' dards
arse. lavestigatioa. but agate
tad awls they led to dead ends.
A month west inc. and no arrest
seemed itheimaat.
Then in a frenzied few hours
agents sapped a month of
tedious police work 1hedne'4a.
whew they arrethed a parr 01
campus meson awl a third col
ler ordeal ia the stnng of nine
church anoas dust had spread
fear three. rural Alabama
After talking to a secret Va I
(WS% rad wad* We tracts up
Tuesday that authorities say
pointed thew toward the three
students. insestigarors wetted
through the night - and reported getting an admission from
one suspect to go with allega
lions it all began as
peke
before filing charges in the
string of arsons that began Feb

AP Photo

CHURCH FE Law enlacement oncemisielk new the remains at Morning ear NOM Church
last month in Boirgse. At.. Four areal Sepia Churches caught tire on Feb 7. Three caws a/dents were arrested Watirtheday In a airing of rine rural Alabama church bees dad
were set first as 'a poke" and later as an alIstapt lo divert a massive anion iweleeligaillati.

-the pushed 4nd pushed And
pushed until Ac could make the
Counts the night the first fire
break." said Jim Ca% anaugh.
was set. According to a %storm
regional head of the Bureau of
b a federalagent
statement
Alcohol. Tobacco. Firearms and
insestigated the fires.
hsplosises "This is a +cr.+ dif- nth)
Walker Johnson
ficult case
Ckisd told A oness they set
Benjamin
lire to a church "as a niece and it
'Nathan
of hand.' acsording to
Moseles And -Ira out
Johnson. 'also works for the
Russell Lee
I tOhao.k.'41
Bureau kiI All1,111V1
lkBusk
Vireamis and 1. spl•wso es
both 19 and
Moseley later told agents
theater stuthat burning additional church
at
dents
es Sesame -too spontaneous'
Birmingham after they saw tire !rucks rush
Southern
Moseley
mg by.
College. and
Four da%s Atter hunting toe
Slattliev. Lee Cloyd. 20. a
an Bibb Counts
r lend and student at the churches
Cloyd Ira% eled hi
and
Moseks
nisersits
Alabama At
vies, Alabama and set fire to
Iiirnunghani. Acre charged in
doertour ITIOre churches
the rash of church fires last
%ion to throw msesugators off
month
according to Johnson s stale
Federal
agents said mem
"Altiseles said the do ersion
Moseley
ohs rously did not work.- said
in:Wined to
arsons the ailed:0u
the
Cloy d.
for
atiorne
An
his
after
Tommy

arrest
Wednesday.

the das after
.1 tire track.
picked up as

DeB usk
es'deuce
traced to

in

the

CiOLI

contcs•CLI.

probe. *as
DCBU•k also

documents

it1t111

shim
According
10 elnrel filings, the first
arsons started
as ..a nike"
...
.......
that got out
...
- ot hand and
. ' the nest Acre
•
an attempt to
(hw'a oft the
Cloyd
Ina••1'1, C
At s011 ins estigation that had
!tinned in Alabama
All the burned churches
it

were isolated and Baptist. but
Gos

Bob Riley said the arsons

did not appear to he "any type

Spina

The three suspects rode with
to

shoot deer

in

Bib+

had

hc

nt on the

and declined so
charges. hut added

'this is not

a hate crime This is not J religious nine
A lass yer for Dellusk did not
IMMedhilel return J message
seeking comment, and court
files did not list an attorney for
Moseley.

'a hose

ran

father

unopposed tor a constable's
position in Jellerson County in
2004
The three were laded on fed-

and
a single church in
Bibb Counts. Ashbs Baptist
Each count t:afTle• J mandators
minimum sentence of toe ears
in pnson if cons acted
Additional charges Are pos
sable, authorities said. hut the
three were not heliesed linked
to a 10th church fire that was

eral charges of conspiracy
setting fire to

ins esitgated hy a task force ot
of

of conspiracy against orgamied

religion- or the Baptist faith
With the arrest•, he said.
"the faith-based communits 1:an
rest a little easier ••

said

spent little time with his :hem

dorens

Clod

NiSus

state.

lederal

and

local officers

Rep \nut Das is
whose district irkludes some tit
the burned churches, said he
was hopeful "that this is the end
to the fear that has been ram C.S

pant in West kleh.mu
Jim Parker, pastor ot A.t
Baptist Church at Briertici,.
Boh6 Counts church destroyeo

in the Feb

1 arson, said he had

agents and
understood the suspects Were
promising students from good
1 amities
"Vie reads are concerned
about them as people." he said
"I Aould just like to know what
they 'acre thinking "
Moseles And Deltush are
ax
students
theater
Birmingham-Southern, a small
liberal Arts school affiliated
A ith die t nited Methodist
Church Cloyd formerls attended the %/MC• school but transferred to t AB
All three are from upscale
suburbs around Bimunghaun
Former
BirminghamSouthern student Jana Wright
said she knew both Moseks
And DeBusk. hut onls as
Acquaintances Vi right. 19. said
neither e%Cf espressed any
political or religious stews to
make anyone think they could
be incolsed in something like
spoken

federal

to

Vssennaseery anon

rural Alabama church arsons
anwehas
narnauen

loos
ALASAY•

Mich . 48094.

Howard P Bekiier, 145. Belle.ilk 111 died Tuesday, him* 7.
there
He was a reused teacher at lielleville IP**
ft High School and biariess ethicatiost depeom
li
the
clamthas. A Ness vows( el World War II mod
Koran emallict. be we. a Member DI
Wa111111111141111 Preshybilinto Church and Illinois
Retired Teaden Mammon
Boni in Calloway Coitus. Ks . he was the
son of the late N ill Belcher and Henrietta Jones Bellilier Also per

ieding him in death were two %traces and four bleier%
Surt is ors in., hide his wife. Mrs Brooksie ht. Burkeen Itekher
to *horn he had been nurned for 65 years. nee daughter. Airs I rue
Mathews. Florissant, At i three grarukho Wen. two great-grand

Eireedmic
SC

Abcovale

F.xpressions al yew*axe be wads ID Ceded Ridge genii
of the %animas. nailding reed.57416 Ithaeltearidge. Slabiegas.

2006. at Si Elitalseth Hospital

aci Imre collage students in nine

•Opeirorsci

Thursday I.

*ward P. liskher

Three arrested in
Ala. church fires
Aultxxibis On

ham, *atop Morin. fa. llama Cary. Mac* torthert) tor
*VW Ly.. died Monday. Maid 6. 21116. at 1010 &enat Up.
Tro). Mach
Ihmstrang
lieliped bees Ford Mawr Camay. he was • vaeintver
Meth A
Orclord Ridge awed' of die bthalmthe a
She.k Ina *assambst
Rs Ledge af Rae tad Athapied
Mamas asathills. Mid
Piet-di.g bith ia dna woe ass ask Jima W Mow.Jr 1161.1
*Nis. RIM* bibs As led Arkere, Woes Ithyloti. an. oar
bthellr.am Mow fie vie the sea of the thee Enum Minas arta
UNMOOR Haft Idelge•
Survatem Wade bawd.Mrs. Calbarthe Camper Morgan. our
Pin. Ernst kin, blerges. sad we greelideigliern. Maws
Wive aid Radii blaegue.
of Assn& 14Kia. foe waits.
Mrs SW Amos. t--- it.Ky.. Mu. Illeamerithe ly.Saab
Fulton. Ted. Mn. kossi C.Stem W.Mew Daremby bautaall.
Messy, Ky.. and Mn. MIN Savvy.. Oven Spriaga. Mss.., them
9. labeadthe Mood Iowa Maw and Jere. bail
,
0119
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9
Mind an ef Mega
The famed will
fleyst2p.a.S4of It D Ilmera
Fameral Howe. Wow. The lies David Ibrather all Wroclaw
Pedants will be Ferry Arad Sorry deka. Larn *anew
Erme Dodd. Krill Maid Ong M.bevy t.las k.ce. and
Rik BIas kick OMNI aria fallow im desPhuee
Valley Coarsen
'saunas trill be ei the fathead tothe Am 5 p.m tutu.
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pennon

todas t Thursdas IA 1(1 40 a.m in the chapel.of
KUMJ• Funeral Home Belles tile The Res Michelle 1- Parsons
officiated Burial AA% in the ‘alhalla tiardens ot Mcmors
Espressions of ssmp.iths Inas he made to %e•1111111•Iet
f,'•• in Church. 1419 'N 17th Si . Belles ilk 111 . 62.226
The funeral was
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kteraganim
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%chide near a
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Tire tracks found

Toyota St s

fires
Birmingham - allegedly matched the type of
Southern stutirms, speaking on tires on °flyers Toyota: a BIcondition of Awns nuts because Goodnch All Terrain model
Jim Collins at Caliaba Tires
the didn't A ant then names
associated with the suspects. in Pelham said agents armed
said Moseles, lkilusk and Tuesdas looking for records of
Closd had a reputation tot those who had bought the tire in
pranks and sandalism Although recent months
nothing serious
Checking his records. he
The Arrests came in a probe said he had sold it four times
of arsons at foe Baptist church- and one 01 the customers was
es in Bibb Counts south of (-los&s mother
Birmingham on Feb A and tour
Also, the dais before the
Baptist churches in west arrest•• agents spoke with
Alabama on Feb 7
('hod's -parents. Kimberly and
ATh had made the arsons its
Michael ('hod The father, a
top priority, with scores of* fedphs sworn, said his son admitted
and
state
eral agents joining
that "he Ane'a ho did it and he
local officers
a% there.- according to the
hie of the suspect's %eludes
it
affidas
apparently helped authorities
Then Alter the arrests.
made the arrests, along with
statements made ht the young Moseles desinhed how the
Two current

Ins cstigators had said earlier
that they

arsons

church

men

dark sport utility

unfolded.

the

A
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'Will pick up tars

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH •

*

753-5562

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher
"We Service Most Brands

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 East

Main St • 753- 1586

Thursdas iat

42066

21INN. at
Care Home
He was CH/ of Wrier V4Ag Irk . and c
member of MiKendree t tilted Methodist
Church and Kentucks Red Poll Cattle
Association He was an Arms setenui ot the
Korean conflict
Preceding him in death were one •islet lean
Lewis. and tAii brothers. Junior Harrison and
HarisonJme
He was the son or the law William masc.
Harrison and Stella Phelps Harrison
s..n.
Suit isors include his wife. Mrs Jeannie %Loon
whom he had been marned for 28 sears, os sons. Rodger Harrison
And wife. Chersl. Lone Oak. .uid Mark Harrison hricl wife. Loh.
Benton. one stepson. Howard Crittenden Jr And wife H. •
Mr. Harmon. 74. Mayfield. died Tuesday. March

7 50 a.m. at Supervise

1

Mayfield: four grandchildren. Blake and P.t1.2t

•

Harrison. Benton
Taylor and Austin Cnnenden, Mayfield
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Actise pallbearers will be MAE'S in Swann. Jim Tranunell. Joe'.
Colston, Blake Harrison. Brian Harnson and Justin Harnsiws
Honorary pallbearers will he employees of Water Was Ag. along
with Ted Youngblood. Hillard Bean. Bosce laws. lack Stewart
Woods linker, J 1) Howell. Torn Reeses. Rots Woods. Dr Risher
MeCory. Russ Tart, Sammie Heath. Mantes Nunnalls, John Mathis
Make Karnes. Joe Jennings. Eddie Arnett and Wayne Spencer
Burial will follow in the Mikendrre Church Cemetery
kl, fsendree 1 nited
Espressions of ssmpathy mar tic made
Methodist Church. c/o Bosce Yates.'15 Harget SI Mast-trial l‘s

held until a hearing I- nda
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AARP Driver Safety Class

Best dessert contest to be
held for new menu items
Special to the Lodger
GILBERTSVILLE Ky
Do you make the statc'. most
delightful desserts'.' It so then
the folks at Kentucky Darn
Village see kinking Its you
in
Resort
The
Stale
Gilhertsville will conduct a
contest on March 18 to find
the hest desserts Three grand
champions will he chosen from
the entries to appear a". reps
lar menu items on the Ken•
tuck) Dam Village menu, complete with full__ credo.to the
people who 4.-reated 'them.
So make way tor Betty's
Brownies or Carl's Chocolate
Cake. along side the park's other

menu items Additionally. MN
runners-up VIII he added to
the menu as prnodu. specials
There's only one ssatch Fh
w inners must he w tiling
then recipes with the VI
of at kast with the slit;
at Kentucky Diun Village. Some
yery luck) local dignitaries will
fudge the competition.
The finished desserts must
he deli% ered to the park by
I I X.X1 March Is Contestant.
should NC -I egistcr by March
15 by calling 270-162-4271 or
1-800-325-0146
Multiple
and
entries are aCCepted
appreciated

Former resident will celebrate
her 104th birthday March 16
Mrs.
SE0 l\I, Wash
Florence Lamb ('Lassen. former resident of Nev. Concord.
Ks roll celebrate her 104th
birthday on March 16 at her
residence in St-quern.
She was the youngest and
only
child of the 10
children raised by her parent..
the late William Henry Lamb
of the Haiel. Ky.. area and
Hudgins Lamb.
Slary
daughter of fitialveth Gibson
Hudgins and Thomas Hudgins
of Buchanan. Tenn Her parents' fami was neat the Tennessee Riser in the New Concord area.
Mrs.(lassen recently learned
she is the granddaughter of
ill I and %toy Helen Jenkins Lamb. and the great-granddaughter of Jake and Nialissa
Marchant Lamb of the ssestem
area
In 1931. Mrs Classen 'nosed
to Tacoma. Wash.. to liye with
her sister, the late 1...a Lamb
She met her late husband.
Howard of -Tacoma. and alto
their marriage they moyed to
Sequoia.
Three other sisters. Lathe.
Rhoda and Flora. and Ilse brothers. Ed. Henry. Charlie. 'Toy
and Thomas. all li‘ed in the
Murray -Pans area until their

will be offered at center

mid snow
ho's
Disbeek ammuus. or

Photo pooklett
BLOOD DONOR: Pictured is Bob Cavitt a 4 1/2 gallon donor.
weanng his Birthday Club 1-shirt for giving blood dunng his
birthday month The Blood Bank is excited to offer this new
program to blood donors and encourages blood donors to partiapate in the March blood dnve

Hospital Blood Bank
announces blood drives for
month, birthday club, hours

Florence Classen
deaths
Numerous niece.. nephew..
grand. great and great-great
nieces and nephews and cousins
o ill reside in Calloway County and Henry County. Tenn
Although Mrs. Chissen is
homebound. she enjoys SC's eral sup. of morning coffee while
looking at ptiOnis of her tour
grandchildren. How aril. Br)an.
Alma and Dena. and many
other relatly
The Lundy said she would
appreciate reed'. mg •ards or letters from any one Her mailing address is P.() Box 1301.
Sequins. NA 98382.

The Blood Bank at Mumray -Calloway County Hospital
will conduct one blood drive
open to the public during the
month ot March This time is
in addition to routine appointmems that can he scheduled
during the regular hours .at the
Blood Bank The MCCH Blood
Hank has new hours for draw mg blood: Monday through
Thursday from 7 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and Friday from 7 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m
On Wednesday. March 15
from 5 p.m. to 14:30 p.m. there
will he a blood rime at First
Baptist Church. It is open to
the public and eserone is
to
encouraged
participate.
Employees of Kenlake foals
ciii gi%e at a blood draw on
Starch 29 from 4 a.m. to 5
p.m. MCCH is lacing a blood
shortage and needs donors to
come out
The NICCH Blood Bank is
offering a new promotion to
entourage Mood daemon. Durmg a donor's birthday month,
donors si ho make a blood Jona-

titan will receive a free t-shirt
especially for the Birthday Club
This is an excellent way to
celebrate your birthday by psing life to another,
The constant supply of blood
pro% ided locally to the MCCH
Blood Bank pros ides the gift
of life to mans people. From
a convenience perspective. it
only takes less than an hour
to make..- 4 . hkvid donation and
donations Of all blood types
are greatly needed The Hood
received by MCCH Blood Bank
stays in the community to %en c.
the needs ol patients within
our area.

A blood donor must he at
least 18 years of age for 17
with parental consent I. be in
good health. weigh at least 110
pounds, and pass the brief
physical and health history
exams goen prior to collectmg the donation.
To make an appointment to
donate blood or to find out
where the nest Hood dri%e
will be held, contact the Blood
Bank at 270-762-1119.

Auxiliary will host state meeting

' ,-ovided
CHARACTER COUNTS CELEBRATION HELD HERE:
Over 1 200 students parents and community members
attended the CHARACTER COUNTS Celebration held
March 4 at Murray State University Curns Center Pictured
are participants talking with members of the Murray Fire
Department at their table

A. AAR? Dri.er Safety limo Oar thane
54 and eider still he offered at hilirettri
rellastay Senior (Aliens Cotter.lin NOW
SL, Allierra). on March la and 27 from
tide as 4:34) p.m.
The sight-hour classroom refrrsher course
is desiiped W meet the spetifk nerds of
elder drivers. It toyer, age-related physical dumps. declining perceptual skills,
rules al the road. kit-al driving probations
reittv.141 requirements. After
the cour.e, a penes may he
premium reduction of autolier
a
AIM,
&skean
gy Jo
Isaaranee.
commundy
lima sire is limited 10 the finit 20 parEditor
ticipants and the CIAO Mill tie Sit) per perms. Ts sign up for ihttIass, tall leri Cobh at 753-4/929.

PARIS LANDING. Tenn
AMVETS Post 45 Auxiliary
will host the state exectoise
committee meeting on Saturday at 1 p.m. at the post home.
Members of all Post and
Auxiliaries are expected to
attend.
A reception for State President Misty Maples of Momstown. Tenn . and State Commander Glenda Mc('uision of
Murray. Ky.. a member of Post
45. will be hosted by the Auxiliary on Friday from 4 to 5
p.m. A steak dinner will follow from 5 to 7:34) p.m.
Shirley Collin., president.
presided at the auxiliary meeting on March 5. National president Bonnie Stott •• as in attendance
A report %as goen by Wincie Wright for Nam) Byford

that four new members have
been added to the auxiliary
roll Julia Baird and Gloria
Smith. new members. were
installed by Jan Doall
Knsti Frye. community service chairman. gase reports of
her Paws with a Cause Project which will run through
March with a Trisia and Puppy
Pau contest.
Dorothy Edward.. hospital
chairman. said S454) was cleared
on the Valentine Day dinner.
This brings to a total of S4.5(X)
to he donated to St. Jude's
Children's Hospital. Memphis.
Tenn.
A spaghetti dinner is planned
for March 25 with proceeds
going to the scholarship fund.
according to Melissa Nergard.
chairman. Recipients will be
announced in April

land boosters plan promotion
.„
mun,!.

from 5 p.m.
,
to closing today at Mr Gam's. Customers are asked to tell
the cashier they are there for the boosters

Relay for Life plans promotion
Muiray Independent sclus.is Relay tot tile team 111 hase
todas trtns II a III to 9 pan at Sirloin Stikk
ade Customers are asked to tell the cashier they Me there
the team
a (Chafe dai

MCCH Team plans promotion
litispitai Relay toi laic 1CJIII, Hill
%Wry.* alio%
/use J rebate day ai Captain D's on friday Customers are
asked to tell the cashier the% are there tor the team

Meet the Lakers' planned Saturday
is County Laker Baseball will
"Meet the Laks.
ii
at the Laker Field. The 2006
he Saturday beginning at
Laker Varsity and Junior Aarsity players and coaches will he
present. Laker merchandise and concessions will be available
Former Laker players may hntig thew glows and participate
in the annual alumni game For informatIon call Ken Asher
president of (VHS Diamond Club

Genealogical Society will meet
(ailostjs ('omits tietiCAItilli:al Suit tels Ain iiieet Sattirdil?,
II a.m at the Murray State [nisei-say Pogue Library Trine
sources a‘ailahte in the Ithrar
R Hailes. lihranan. still re's
for famils research S IsliOIN parking is asailahle across from
the library on South 15th Street and in from of Wrather Museum. Visitors are welcome It handicapped access is needed.
call 753-2718 prior to the [wrong
at

Russell Chapel plans fundraiser
Russell Chapel I lined Nlethodist liordi will hate a ham
and bean supper with dessert and drink seised on Saturday
from 4 to 7 p.m. at the church. Donations will he ma:cried
for the church building fund

United Methodist Women will meet
.UCJ meeting on
at
Untied Nletliodt.: %%omen still
urday at 9 a m at Goshen United Methodist Church at Stella
on Ks Huy 121 North .511 Methodist Women are encouraged
to attend and to Mtn: an article tor the silent auction. Proceeds will he made to the Candle Burnim2 in honor of a
deser•ing -person from the district_

Animal Rescue plans promotion
Lill. Animal Rescue foundation still hold a fund raising
hot dog sale Saturday at Wal Mart The toundation receives
dogs and cats from animal shelter's that ate schedule to he
euthanited. 1./31. gets them heart -worm tested. spay/neutered.
and up-to-date shots. The allinial• are then placed in sate to,
ter homes until the can he adopted

Quitters' Day Out Saturday
r,. , loin 10 a.m. to
p
I,' Day Out will be
at PALI s Lutheran Church. 21st and Kentucky Ase . Paducah
Admission is free

WATCH needs aluminum cans
V. Alt II
Murray. needs aluminum.,
cans for an on-going fund-raising project Peggy Williams.
director. said "these may he taken to the center during regular hour.: or persons mas &hoe through the droew ay on the
west side of the center and place them in the cotton wagon
there anytime day or night: or may he donated at Make A
Infierence lit'.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

fling Hills
urs-er

\I,,ilic
inoms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at lif 14) a.m. at Calloway Public
Library Featured will he refreshments and door prues preg.
nant moms, dads and older children are 44,-L owe for more
information call Heather I)uif at 4.16-5f -

East School plans SBDM Election
& Slits

OWN? Op&IliKe

3 HWY.641 N. • MURRAN eio
:

Saturday, March 11th
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

20% OFF

751-1725 —1-800472-8852

Fertilizers & Mulches
(Saturcla Only)

Live Remote With Hourly Giveaways!
Tan
In MAN 5eci
Sr

Packages
14( Lotions

On Sale!

25% off
fo,
hole
$12,99.539."4:

Free Seminar
"Shape Up Your Landscape"

Vfott-1

.7arn-10 prn sot thon 'pm sun Ilartt 6pm

654 N. 12th St. • 767-1831
www.myexpresstan.com

The messengers and Gospel Gold sill he the featured artists
at Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry tonight from
7 to 9 p.m. in the new Goshen Family Fellowship Center. Ks
Hwy. 121 North at Stella The public is Invited and there is
no charge. Items for Need lane will he taken For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753,
8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
Don't let the

"irrotacif (*eel 4t//Vapes.7 iseseer.

IRA D-..dine

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

110e4

Ifentr4

Glory Bound will be tonight

Saturday. March II at 10 a.m.

•

EXPRESS TAN

East Elementary School will hold its school hasi.'d decision
Making election on Tuesday The purpose of this election will
he to ekct two parent represemato es it) the 5141)51 Council
Parents or legal guardians of students enrolled for the 20%2006 school year may sole from 7 a.m. to 1:30 p.m in the
school's front office Votes may also he cast from 5 to 6:15
p.m. on Tuesday as the PTA will he meeting that night.
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RATED: Pictured are staff and students at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Child Care
Center

MCCH Child Care Center
receives a three star rating

l‘

hittleis MC rated.
Restaurants are rated
NON. as a
part of Go% erriCir Patton'• Earls
Childhood initiative. licensed
child eilft: programs are rated
The new rating system for child
.are. dubbed STARS for KIDS
NO%. began statew ide on July
2. 2001.
The Murray
Coun
ty Hospital t'hild Care Center
child care program is participating in STARS tor KIDS
NO. Kentucky •. new % oluntary child care rating systeni
The MUCH childcare program
has received renewal of its
Three Star rating. indicating that
the prograni is seeking quail
I y standards beyond the requirements tor facility licensure
Star ratings are based on
factors associated with good
outs kitties for young children
such as staff to child ratios,
program curriculum. and staff
Chileducation and training
dren who are cared for in sate.
stable. and nurturing en% iron.
ments tend to deselop eftec
tive social skills and are more
likely to he well prepared to
enter school

Child care programs that
participase le STARS for KIDS
NOW are eligible for incentives and awstd• that help to
maintain and increase quality
standards. Child care pros niers
can :16XCGG a college scholarship fund and can tusk: technicA assistance from specially
trained personnel to assist the
program in meeting the quality standards that are a part
of STARS for KIDS NO%
The MCCH Child Care Center is participating in STARS
for KIDS NO% as a way of
indicating to parents and to
others in ttle community that
program stlIt is working to
pros ide appropriate and safe
care for children each and e% cry
day
"Meeting the STARS quality mitiatises ensures how
care for the children in our
Center.- said Cindy (hisses.
Director of MCCH Child Care
Center -Our lower overall class
sties and teacher-child ratios
allows us to give more indi% idualued attention to children's needs :kir goal is to
reapply this tall for a 4-STAR

rating. which requires :rottenhaling of all of our staff ‘ke
currently hose MC •tilit with
early childhood or related
degrees or a Child Desielopmem Associate ICDA Credential and mil college gudeow
We haw eight more staff that
just sent appliCations for their
CDA credential and hase use
more who will send apphca
noes in June for their ('DA
We belies e in making e‘er
effort to assure quality earl'
and earls education set-% ices
for our children and families
The MUCH Child Care ('en
ter is now opening available
slots to the general commum
ty for ages fuse and under It
you would like more informa
non on enrollment or ssiuId
like to tow the Center. please
call 270-762-155:4
For more information allow
STARS for KIDS NOW. on
tact the Gov effilif's Oft lee tut
F.arly Childhood 1)eselopmem.
7111 Capitol As enue. Frankfort.
Kentucky 50601 or call 502564-2611. extension 157

Pita,imam
GIRL SCOUT TROOP SELLS COOKIES: Girl Scout Troop 1105 spent a cold Friday Ownoon selling cookies Pictured (horn left) We Catherine Claywel. Casey Castabal. Morgan
Huston and Knsten MOTII Girl Scouts is a Untied INay A9ency.

eno•o provided

MES USES 500 CUPCAKES TO MAKE GIANT HAT: Parents at Murray Elementary assembled over 500 cupcakes onto a giant hat tor Dr. Souse's Birthday Bash celebration After viewing the giant hat each child received a cupcake This was the grand finale
week of 'Read
Across Amenca* activities planned by librarian Tina Dunn Pictured (Iron' lett are Dakota
Schroeder R J Daniels, Dunn. Janet Caldwell. principal. Jesse Chapman and Tyler Smith
Students were from P4
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FRYER BREAST

SIRLOIN STEAKS

Aim 2 $5
for
Fri. & Set. Only

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

15ea.

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound

Smoked
Sausage
Sandwich

Fri. & Sec Only}
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HARPIIN
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Hot
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Meaty

Fri & Sat Ord
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1.-

ONIONS

Fri. & Set. Only
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u1CY SWEET
'
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BROCCOLI OR
(
-LARGE CALIFORNIA
CAULIFLOWER

CANTALOUPES

MIX OR MATCH

RIBS

92
Slab

Fri.

Fri. &
}
\\sent"

& it.. Onls

10 A.M. WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
ORDER YOUR PIT BAKED HAM FOR EASTER - 753-8322 MEAT DEPT.
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Center for Rehab & Sports Medicine makes contribution to MHS Dance Team
itilanal

CiJII/C• in Aquatic Ilterap
The Center for Rehab A.
Sports Medicine otters J stide
sariet) of sers ices for outu
tient

rehabilitation

pb•ik.al

Art

including

therapy. speech ther
yvh.r ips.

national therapy. Cyber. NORM
testing and rehab. neurologi
Lid rehab and work injury rehab
The Caster treats patient. A ith
a Ink Jointly of problem,
back slink. *gen
smocked how
cradle
101 Wig**Saks.
waif
and total OM gapimaaameatte tor
knot
d ru.. Additmnally, the COIN Oar kebob
& Sports Mediriat mead)
adcka an athletic training and
sports IIIJUrs rehab program to
its lists ot ser.ites
Die staff at the t. enter lot
Rehab A Sports Medic inc is
committed to ser. mg the community by &wit).ing the quality of life through better health
For more I/damnation on a hat
sen ices are available, contact
the Center for Rehab & Sport.
Medicine at 270-762-1854 or
contact your physician to
receive a referral

Fina Days Special Fmancing F1713LP Closing Monday

'LEAH NG
FURNITURE

The Murray Stale Linter
say Speech and Debate t 111011
Trawl Team attended the NM
Kentucky State Speech and
Debate Tournament in Berea.
Kentsick Berea(-ollege hosted this annual e\ ent A hich
took place February I Till and
111th.
The team t AMC in second
place for UT11%$,.`rsil!. •1A Cepslakes 1 here Aere also several Indic idual assails Kristin
Gunderson won 5th place in
Persuasne Speaking Due 14 r
all outstanding per-tot-mance. she
A as chosen by the faculty of
other colleges to represent Ken tucks at the Interstate National Persuasion Competition in
Pensacola. Florida in April
Het speech on a flat ij% rate.
still he published in the 2006
edition ot llinnote °ninon.
Angela Wilson and Filla
heth Smith Aon 5th plate in
Duo Speaking Outstanding
no\ ice aAarlls Aent to .AndreA
Met '4,111111:k for PUrhatiklitAir
titivate. Angela Wilson tor Programmed Oral Interpicialion.
Michael Slt Launne tin 1- 1011pm:11)(1,u. Speaking and Brian
Pack tor Imptcymptu Speaking
This recognition niejus that
these intiniduali. Acre the top
ranked no.ite tompentors in
the Stale
these were great accomplishments The entire Speech
and Debate I mon is proud of
the indis kiwi anti team aAards
that A ere stun at the %WC
les el The tra.el team tom pews Starch 4-13 in Gatlinburg. term at the Pi Kappa !Jetta
Nattonal Tournanwnt

•

;Ando pecuele0
a &minion
receiving
Team
Dance
School
High
DANCE DONATION: Pictured is tha Murray
from Mike Rhodes Director of OuIpalient Rehab & Sports Medians OtArasch at MCCH. The
donation was for the national dance competition in New York. NY
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ServiceNews
Guge serving
with U.S. Navy

o

!Sac. Petty nficer 2nd Class
Gregory S tinge. Jr. recently
reported for duty at NJ%
Rot-rutting Disarm. St Louis.

•

•

afatlay

,
.
-111.1•11
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013roisill 100*

tiuge is a 218110 graduate in
Calloway County High School
ot Munas. Ks and punned the
Navy in December 20n1
He is the son of Greg tinge
Sr of Mayfield. Ks
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MSU speech
and debate
team wins
awards at state
competition

Dr. Richard tilatoek.
medicine is the st hoot
physician at 'Murray and DI
John Yerenki. oribupaedac ouris the school physician
at Calkiway All pros idle eticel
lent care to the athletic. 31
both school systems
In addition to this team. the
Center for Rehab & Sports !Med
wane oticts two physical 'het
apists and A physical therapy
assistant
Mike Rhodes. PT. ('S( S
MPA. Director of (hitp.iticiii
Rehab & Sport. Medicine Out
reach
.Amelia Dodd, MPT. spe
eialire. in Women's Health
('race Puckett. PTA. spc•

Schools

0%

The Center toe Rehab &
Sports Medicine at MurrayCallow ay County Hospital
recently made a donation to
the Murray High School Dance
Team for their trip to the
ipetition in
national lime
New lork. 11
The Center tor Rehab &
Sports Medicine pros ides physical therapy Nervier% to both
Murray And Calloway County
sthool system. Working with
both CalloAay County and Slur
:ray Independent school systems.
Murray-C.dloway County Ho'
: pitals Center for Rehab A.
Sports Medicine hired Mil ath
• lent trainers in 2005 to assist
the sthool system. with the
athletk programs anti any sports
injury needs
Rai. hart Reed ser.es as the
athletic trainer for !Murray Independent School Sy %tem and kn
Salmon .enes as the athletit
trainer for Calloway Counts
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SEC TOURNAMENT

Destination I
Or Bust!
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Racers MM.IN
walf-and-soo
mode before
planning spin
break trip
asketball fans
liwoking to plan their spring trip
around the Racers' appearance
the NC AA Tournament ate in
a %ail and-see mode until this
weekend
nfortunately. there's little
s °mien, inlormation as to
w hen. where
and on what
day nest
week the
Racers ssull
take the
fluor for the
14th tune in
the 'Big
[)ante
Howeser
Maus. there's
always
By Scott
room tor
Nanney
Sports Editor Pc.;J1.11;4,11
and 44uf
good friends on the t.. 'rid s kitweb has c ri.siiik kik mc their
hest to project lust where the
blue and gold v. ill wind up
when the tournament 1,ens lalt
neat week
If you heheve in such things
as -Bracketology- and somethjng jükit a "Buhl* Watch.then the 'Internet is the place toi
you Nnd if you buy into those
still anybody',
ideals, then
guess According to at least
teas wehmtes. the Racers are all
over the map when it comes 14,
possible destinations
ESP% com•s foe 1.unatifi
the Internet'. resident
-Bracketologoa-(how do you
get that job. anyway -'1, places
in the Washington I)C
rig \"rth arohna
region Oa
in Greensboro. N C (ice, how
many think the deck would he
stacked against the Racers in
that makhur
Oser at SI corn. Inside
College Basketball writer
Stewart \Linde! has Murray
State playing in the
Minneapolis region against
George Washington A pcciti.
site. however. is not listed
CHSSponsline_com may
have the most intriguing scenario In that bracket projection.
the Racers would face every hody favorite mid-major pow,
erhousc. Gontaga. in the
Oakland region. Again, no specific location was given
However. one would figure the
tags. the media darling. that
the are, will likely end up no
further east than Salt Lake City.
tah I hex the mountains are
nice this time of year'
right
Our friends in "Brackets ilkViva lo he no more certain of
the Racers' opponent. either. In
addition to North Carolina.
korge Washington and
(4,itiaga. Murray has also been
paired with the like. of Iowa,
Pittsburgh. 'Tennessee and West
Virginia in recent week.
The only thing our so-called
;Allen% seem to agree on is
where in the bracket the Racers
will he seeded The consensus
is a No. 14 seed. which would
pit MSC against a No 1 seed
- simply put. against one of
the top 12 teams in the country
A quick look at the two
Mari polls woukl put a few
teams in that category Among
them are North Carolina.
Boston College. Washington.
l'CLA and Illinois ()the!
squads hovering in that range
include Tennessee. Pittsburgh
LSU. Kansas and Honda.
Generally speaking. a 14
seed would %CCM to he close to
accurate Although. a 13 seed
would not he out of the question The Racers appear to he
locked into onc of those two
seeds.
The OVC's rank anion cow
fercnces makes a coveted 12th
what Murray received
seed
in 2004, when it was defeated
Minis. in Columbus. Ohio
likely out of reach The
league. however. is rated just
high enough to keep the Racers
off the bottom two Imes(a 13
or J h seed i
In the 10 previous Ionnat-

rn
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ors thin wadi% ne nuw
NASHVILLL Ism (Al'
SSC.
LSU Tigers lyres Thema,ime of
The
say they're levies their hest fur hem rehorniedark still is recover
the NCAA.Other Southeastern Int boas spaird
like and pole wed Dan. -.1.s.
Coalcream
Islas
ICathickyS hese ha to prove has a waked lee seide.
1 dos% desk vie hove esy is the learee's soweathers.
The first mad bogies dile to prow Ideal disk we
Thendly with the 2S-tiese seer- bow meoliise to moseepliek is
muscat chamaies Keetecky she SIC totwasseat besides
Wildcats playing their first eaniating to try tio ploy
game eser as apes* day. Ramey mid
-111wee's some teams that are
Regular-season dimples LSU.
No. 14 Tennessee: No. 16 ping to have some extra moil
even teams that want
Florida and Alabama hold the vation
lop four seeds and byes this to go to the NIT Of even teams
that are trying to he in the
year
The SEC hopes to get sly NCAA
For Brad), the bottom line
teams into the NCAA tourna
for LSU is to be health) kit the
'neat
The Tigers (22-7) don't have first game of the NCAA tourna
ment
to worry about earning an
The Wildcats (19-11s enter
NCAA berth. hut coach John
Brady is more concerned about as the East's No A seed and arc
the health of two of his top play •Site SEC Page 29

AP
POETRY IN MOTION: Kentucky coacn Tuboy Smith. foreground right. yostotas his team during practice for the 2006 SoutheinIem Conference beanie:sell tournament Wednesday ed the
Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville. Tenn

FIRST REGION TOURNAMENT

e X-Factor
Roof's experience leads St. Mary to semifinal win
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
taught
Root
Angela
alloway County J valuable
lesson on Wednesday night.
and Lid!. Laker head coach
Scott Si'. ills hopes his young
hall club will soak it in
St Mars's h-loo4-1 senior
center used her sire and
strength to overpower the
youthful Lady Lakers tot 34
points and 19 rebounds. leading the I ady Vikings to a NII triumph over CCHS in the
quarterfinals of the Girl.'
firm Region IOW fialliCni it
1 sous
the Regional sips-,
Center
"She's a senior who has
lot of experience." Stalls
said of Roof "What she gave
us was a lesson on how to
play the game She gave us a
lesson on strength and leadership. and that's what I hope
tin young kids will take from
this
contest
W ednesday 's
proved to he the first true
regional tournament ;Awn
ence tor most of the
Calloway County roster.
which featured lust one senior - guard Chelsea Moms
- this season And the Lady
Laker.' inexperience showed
particularly in the post,
here sophomore center
Rat ht'l .Adams and freshman
forward Kayla Cunningham
proved to he no match for the
bigger, more physical Roof
Roof had already tallied
12 points and eight hoards hy
the end of the first quarter, as
the Lady Vikings (24-44)
jumped all over the Lady
Lakers in racing to a 20-8
lead hy the end of the period.
- It was more of the same in
the neat eight minutes. as
Roof added to her total with
more six points and three
more rebounds to finish the
half with IS and I I. respectively St Mary scored just
nine points in the quarter. but
still led hy a comfortable 2si.
See REGIONAL Page 28

SUCHAEL. DANtateagr. rows
County sophomore center Rachel Adams (121 botBEND BUT DON'T BREAK
tles tor a loose-ball rebound against St ary's Angela Roof in the first hell Wednesday night
in the First Regan Tournament at the RSEC Adams finished with 12 points to he teed Vie
Lady Laker offense with teammate Kayla Cunningham while Roof led all scorers with 34
points and 19 rebounds

Miracle
On Grass

Canada
beats U.S.
in WBC
mas ts,
\ (API
Flit
this will as* Canada forget
about that (lymph. hick kt'N
debacle
The Canadian,. googly alnOf
leaguers whom athiond alitiors
probably don't aped est pose's
pa) for Ales Radtionts. puled
off an inspiring $4 victory over
Team USA in the Wand
Baseball Classic on Watithaity
For one day. froth Heirs
Scotia to Vancouver Island
baseball was king
-We like to tell eseryone we
'.an play baseball. too," Adam
Stern said -Were not lust
hockey i.-ountr)
Stern, sidelined by thumh
and rotator cuff injuries moss ot
lam season with the Boston Red
Sox, was the spunk. catal..t cut
IL
the Canadian triumph
tripled in one run singled in tv.
more. anti rated around the
bases for an inside the park
home run after his hit skidded
off the base of a bullpen tence
into mow field on top ot that,
Pie mods Iwo sensational saiches
in iCTOOf
"Stern had the game ot
aro'
life " said 21 'tar old
I oessen. the Canadian mane,
ho held the Amencans wort
less tor 2- 1 innings and got the
.ictory 1 oeuen r left -bander.
spent all of last season at Class
A Eredenck in the HAlliMt,ft
Orioles organuation
Elwell( for r sir run fifth
toning, highlighted hy Jason
Vantek's 446-loot grand
the vaunted I S tIfIrtise. .1% so
fled
\cry quiet locker room
"It
right now: I S manager Kuck
Mamie/ said "I dunk every hody us feeling like they got
kicked in the stomach
("haw I tie", thought he had
go en the 1 nand Slates the kad
in the es.aiming his hat
and raising NO ones us trunapit
abler he hit a kiss eine an oath
with Ivo on all Salle Mae a
Irving catch at the wail gam thr
att- toot sign to end the iesies

"MOROI GIIBREDS BASEBALL

Triple play helps MSU beat No. 19 Mississippi
Speoisi to the Ledger

strung
OXI-i fit if. Miss
pildung and timely hitting cal,*
1011Nher tot the Murray Stare
Wednesday
Therouslibred%
sfienteee. and INSU turned its
first -ever liple play en route to a
7-6 win all fklo 19 Mississippi
pitched
Jon Newton
four innings of shutout baseball
aiming only two hits, to earn
De Pia. sidle AMA* bishop
Ilist owe of the
pitied up
mem kw *way Stew. striking

out five of the firm seYen hatter.
he faced
was really proud of our
181W1.- said S4SU head coach
Roll McDonald -This is a diffi
cult place to COM in and play
They 're one of the hem teams in
the oiuntry I was really proud
of our guys. the was they bought
and hauled I was set-'. pf4,41d 4,1
the !oh that i MSl pitching
Coach (Paull Wycaau.ki and
our pitching staff did
"We did what we needed to

lf0. We gut mem., nos with led oft with a single, followed
what they gave an. and I was hy r hunt single tic Jamie
Leidolt Pay itin was taught
really proud dear seast."
Murray Sale eat the first stealing. hut a walk hy Akin
single by
team to to
Oils a run in loaded the haws
the aid bit& elms km" Mullins wilted Leidolf. while a
Ails hid at WO a tiodk and single hr Seth Hudson scored
advanced le sesind ea a dish Akin to put the Bred. ahead 1
hs Brett Mai& Ile ktiet wen 0.
lel* bottom of the fifth. the
to third on asew. eanke.
then scored on a simile by nor Ilabels l'. 4i had runners On flf‘l
sadset orkt with no one Out
Eben
The runs kept soming in the
fourth inning as Jason Pas ton IN See PAW Page 213

VP011,Oft lbw Comm
caimans Ovilir 1114 win wet
Teem USA Oar their Round
I We
,ieball Classic
genie el aloe Fund in
13916411111 Vilediteielky
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From Page 18
14 margin by the halftime break
Meanwhile. the Calloway
offense was struggling to find
any rhythm at all, knocking
down piat tour uf as 20 field
goal adialpts &holt- ---,Iciest got off on the wrong
foot.- Sarin' recalled. "When
you're trying to wore gamin
someone who is 6-3 ad is by far
the beta player in the reins. it's
going to be tough....(St. Mary)
was just a little bit faster and
quicker to the hall than we were.
‘‘'e were ready to play. but they
lust took our young kids out of
the game"
With Root on the bench with
her fourth foul. Calloway did
show some signs of life in the
fourth quarter. whittling what
became as much as a 22-point
140-18) Lady Viking lead all die
way to 12 (56-44) on a
Cunningham free throw with
3:58 remaining in the contest
But Waif's return to the COUft
after a three-minute break signaled the end of the I ad'.
Laker. comeback attempt
The garne's next sequence
.epitortuted the night tor CCHS.
Down hy 12. the Lady Lakers
forced a St. Mary miss and
appeared to have the rebound in
hand But Roof wrestled the hall
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger S Times
away from both Cunningham HEADS UP: Paducah Tilghman sophomore guard All Watson
and Adams. pivoted. scored and (10) dribbles down the court past Fulton County defenders
was fouled A made tree throw
Alex Barnett (24) and Kiara Bogan an the second half
attempt completed the three
Wednesday during the First Region Tournament at the RSEC
point play to put the Lads
Viking% up 59-44
form. Cunningham and Adams County 58-30 in Wednesday 's
12 apiece. first quanerfinal nratchup
Including the highlight-reel followed with
The quarterfinal round of the
play. Roof capped the evening Callow av hit lust 1 ti-of-52 shots
hy scoring nine of St. Mary 's from the field. Ilk Inkling 2-of- 12 girls' tournament continues
!rum 3-porni ',Inge. and was nisi tonight. when Marshall County
final 12 points.
battles Lone Oak at 6 and
Sisals hopes the Lady Laker'. 13-4-23 from the tree throw
Graves County faces Hickman
Adam'. and Cunningham in line.
particular --will remember that
Danielle Averill and Abby County at approximately 7:45.
lasting image of Roof
Town/en lollowed Roof in the The girls' championship game is
-She lust really overpowers St Mary order with 12 points scheduled.for Tuesday at 7 p.m.
"I like my
people.- said
apiece. The Lady Vikings were
nung players. and I'm going to 27-of-55 from the floor for the
show Kal. la and Rachel the tape game. including 4-of- 12 from
of this game I want to show
behind the arc.
Calemeey Co 08 OS 16 21 - St
20 gd 17 22-08
them what it's all ahout, and
St Mary now advance'. to St Mery
Callemose Ce. (11-13) - Moms 13
what strength and tieing phy stMonday.% semifinals. where it
Adams 12 Cunningham 12 eats 7
cal can do for them
will meet old nemesis Paducah
Roes 5 Stems 2
Morns led the way for C(115 'Tilghman --squad that has PO: 15-52 idaint: 2-12 Mule Moms).
Ft 13-23 1181asso1da: 30. Psalm It.
including the defeated the Lady Vikings six
with 1.3 points
It. Mary (164) -Root 34. Mien 12,
Towneen 12. Everson 8. Thompson 4
career
early
her
1.000th point of
straight times. The Lady
FG: 21-55 3-ps1ft: 4-12 (Naga 2
in the game -- dunng her final Tornado reached the semifinal Everson
Tmenzen) Ft 10-13
appearance in a Lady Laker uni- round ht
defeating Fulton 118bsuads: 60 Pada: 17

\
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RACERS
Dear Racer Fans.
great time of year to he a Racer Fan! Congratulations to the Racers
and to all 01 you w ho support. follow, and love Murray- State Basketball. This
year has been special. To see this group of young men mature as a basketball
team and rely on one another to reach their goals has been inspirational and
rewarding for e%eryiine
What a

It

The fan support this year has been phenomenal and the atmosphere that was
generated inside the RSEC. and subsequently transplanted to the GEC in
Nash% ilk. made the difference in the performance of our team. Words can
ne‘er adequatel express the appreciation this athletic department has for
triir continual support. Each year. your support sends a clear message that
you take pride in our program and ser‘e as the key ingredient to maintaining
the nationally recognized tradition that is Racer Basketball

Murray Ledger & limes

No. 15 Pitt
early blows
big lead

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

NEW
YORK (AP) Pittsburgh's big lead kept
shrinking:: The nark on the
other bench had been through
this heftier and he mode sure ht.
players knew that.
Carl Kaman anted 19 points
sad No. 15 Firwbersh. despite
not ask* a Arid pori over the
final 13 I/2 miaides, held on to
61-56
Louisville
heat
Wednesday night in the opening
round of the Big East tourna
Med.
The sixth-seeded Panthers
(22-6)appeared to be on the way
to an easy win, leading 47-22
with 13:40 to play. Louisville
118-121 which trailed 39-16
its
after a horrible first het
first Big East tournament game,
started chipping away. A 16-1
run got the lead doers to 48-38
and what was left of the sellout
crowd at Madison Square
Garden was starling to get
behind the Cardinals.
Louis% ilk coach Rick Wino
had been through this before lie
was the coach at Kentucky when
the Wildcats wiped MI a 31 point second-half deficit to heat
LS1' 99.95 on Feb IS. 1994
"I told the team at the timeout
with 15:35 to go in the game that
this was exactly the "situation 1
was in a few years ago and that
we can do it, we can come
hack." Pitino said."We nisi have
to take smart shots, treat ever)
rsho.cs%1011 a*. if the game is on
the line and we can win it. I
actually did mention that game.The result didn't turn out the
same. but Louisville did, get
within three points twice.
Aaron Gray made three free
throws for Pitt to get the lead
hack to 13, hut the Cardinals
weren't done. A 3-pointer by
freshman Andre McGee got
Louisville to within 54-47 with
1.15 to go.
When Gray missed two free
throws with 32 second'. kit,
Taquan Dean hit an NBA-distatax 3 to make it 57-54.
Krauscr and Antonio Graves
each made one free throw to get
the lead hack to five. A jumper
hy McGee with 0.9 sewed left
got the deficit to three epic but
Ronald Ramon made two free
throw'. for the final Milli&
"We knew as MIMIdm they
were guise teems back strong
in the secontbalt,am/ our guys
responded well." Pitt coach
Jamie Dixon said. "We executed
well and did what we had to do
We went to the free throw a lot
It was a different game
The Panthers will play No
19 West Virginia 120-91, the
third seed, in the quarterfinals
on Thursday night.
"Time to get ready for West
Virginia.- Dixon said "We
won't focus on this one too
much. We have to get ready for
them"

Call me today for a FREE gook:
978.0355 •Int HITT In P. MAIM•MURRAY.ICI
NATIONAL
VIIMIMMIWo mom
Sy llto hiroaketad Prose
PRIM IBASKITStil
DOTS SAIIIIMMIALI
3id Raglan
Oho Co 61 Ovisnabwo Carlow 58
SSiRoue
Lou Deal.= 511 Lou carom 51
Lou Doss 62 111011 Cana* 27
Lou Women 56 Nail BUM 38
GIRLS IMMUMIALL
lot Phsa
Paducah Tilghman NI Fedor. Co 30
OIL May IS. Callostar Ca St
Sad Realm
Henderson Co 56 Chnsaw Co 54
Lyon Co 84 DONean Swings 52
40 lloglois
Fromm-Simpson 66. C4OINGANTIO 48

Nett CO 541 Boillattow 40
70 Reglad
Law Aiiiiitmgran It Lae IlMard St
1.1w0dPsollillommill IS, LIN Carder+
AINVIISI V
Lai Wisp SI Lou Eastern 45
Lou Sawed Heart 72. Lou Moore 3D

We want to in‘ite cvsnottc to the -Racer Dance Party- Sunday. afternoon at
the RSEC to view the NCAA Selection show together as a team. (Students.
Fans. and Team Members). We will learn where we are going and who we
will he playing in the NCAA Tournament. Doors will open at 4:15 p.m. and
the show will begin at 5110 p.m. Please come out and enjoy this day with the
Racers as 'se prepare for the Road to the Final Four'

From Page 18
ments Murray state has been j
part of since the current seeding
format has been in place. the
Racers have recened a No 14
three
seed the most times
MSU has also tven seeded 1.3th
twice and 15th twice, and ninth,
12th and 16th once each
MUIrT:0 V.a% a No. 14 when
it captured the school'. one and
only victory against No, wed
North Carolina State in 1910i
Asa No. 16 seed in.1990. the
Racers came Within'a whisker
- a 75-71 decision in overtnne
- of knocking off top-seeded
Michigan State in Knoxville.
Tenn. To date, that is the close.'
a No. 16 seed has cone to
knocking off a 1 seed in tournament history.
The eight first-round sites
this year include: Greensboro.
Salt Like City, Jacksonville.
Ha., San Diego. Calif.. Auburn
Hills, Mich.. Dallas, Texas.
Dares.Ohio and Philadelphia.
Pa.
Given the !SCAN,stated
desire to keep teams as close to
home a% pnssihk. the Racers.
first-round destinations would

Sincerely,

Allen Ward
Director of Athletics
Murray State University

Coach Mick Cronin
Head Basketball Coach
‘lurray State University

1315191.8a
Osseird Co 44 Worm Co 33
Roamed* CO 82.Ow.31
131511dgloa
588 Co SI Pewee,SO
Carom SI WM Lewd 46
511151101198.
Co 19 EMI Co 3t
Pam Co Contrai 66 Knott Co Caner
SO
ISM Ragas&
OWN ME Assn Canine M
Maven Cola East Wipe ST
'Seas
Ross PM Canna*79 Morning Co 47
Russell 61 East Carte. 56

likels include Oreenshi.,,
Dayton or Jackson'.ilk
,
With those sites
most likely first-rinni,.
nems would he 'North( ar
Honda. Tennessee or 111,,
['he Racers faced the Figi.
Illini lust two seasons ago and
wouldn't likely we them again
in the tournament
The VOls would also he out
of the mix in that %Leman.)
because 5151 has already tared
T once this season, and the
NCAA generally does not
rematches in the first round
Murray has been sent norl
tot II% LIS( three tournament
appear:ma-es. playing in
Columbus two ..-ars ago WW1
hauling the ieorgia Bulldogs in
Chicago in 2012 and the own
State Buckeyes in Indianapolis
1 that trend hold% to liern.
in 17
the Racers will likely he headed
to Dayton next week Hut the
hunch here says it's tune to go
south to Jacksonville. where
No. 13 MSI
with fourth-wed,
sm.:tan:taking youi rescr‘a
01 itts1 ((sail until
tion• 110%

CI
Hu
Th

•MSU

AP
Louisville s
NICE FORM:
Juan Palacios right puts up
a shot against Pittsburgh's
Sam Young in the first half of
the Big East Conference bastournament
ketball
Madison
at
Wednesday
Square Garden in New York

From Page 1B
when Zack Co/art hit a sharp
line drive to the right of shortstop Justin Yount The runner%
ran on the pitch in an attempted
hit-and-run. but Yount dove to
his right and caught the halt,
threw to Hudson at second, who
threw on to Michal Perconte at
first to complete Murray State*.
first-ever tnple play
In MSU•s next hat. Hudson
singled up the middle to score
Yount Hudson later scored on a
groundnut to put the 'Bred'.
ahead 6-0.
Mississippi scored a run in
the bottom of the sixth. then
added three runs in the seventh
to mums% the gap to 6-4 But in
the eighth. Ellen reached on a
two-out single and later scored
on a wild pitch to put 51St up 7
4
The Rebel% rebounded in the
ninth, scoring two runs before
bringing Justin Brashear who
hit two home runs yesterday I to
the plate with a runner on and
two outs Brashear ..cnt a 2-2
pitch to deep right field. but
Mullins caught the hall again.'
the wall for the final out
Mullins. Hudson and Ehen
each had two hits for Murray
State. while Hudson had two
runs hatted in and Akin stored
twice
wa. led hy C.J.
Ketchum. who went 5-for-5.
New ton got the w in for

•SEC
From Page 1B

Thank You for all you hay e done and continue to do in support of our basketball team and this athletic depanment.

The limps.
lart Loirmile 62. Maim.Central 30
Lamplon Calvet 77 Weseern HSI 42

•Racers

It

It

Raidost
Andaman Co 64. Canoe Co 80
Simon Kenton OS. Oldioen Co 44
915
Saone Co SI, Oars OW.41
• Nah Cams 4.11.1=Ma 33
ISM
Malmo Staded 04. &was 34
Pars 48. Matson Co at

Monroe Co 64 Waren Canino 52
▪ fluplea
Genesi Harem 12 Adair Co 43

•

Our students are to he commended as well. The enthusiasm that they created
throughout the season was contagious; both to our fans and our basketball
team! Without the students, there is no Murray State University. and subsequently no Racer Basketball. The student body came out in full fOree and was
instrumental in making the RSEC a true home-court advantage!

Merl

playing in the first round for the
first time since the tournament
was revived in 1979 They didn't win a first-round bye for the
first time since the league split
into divisions in 1992
Kentucky has owned this
tournament. winning 25 of the
44 the Wildcats have played
Their all-time record is 107- IX,
including 50-11 since 1979 and
34-4 since the league expanded
in 1992 They won the 2001
tournament at this arena and are
63-25 all-time in Nashville

But this hasn't been a typical
scar for Kentucky, which went
4-4 against SE(' opponents in
Rupp Arena
Wildcats coach Tubby Smith
says his team definitely must
play well in the tournament
"Yes, we've got to
-time
Everybody's *middle
uof the year. It's another
ni, kir es to Nu& esiefof die
goals we're MIS die
ot the year. knew*" we dhhei
achieve our first goal of winning the SEC regular-season
title or even tying for it or being
second.- Smith said

51St:. allowing two hits and
walking tour in four innings
Mississippi.
For
Noland il-li took the
allowing one run 4111 three !.
striking out two and
three in three innings
Murray State will returr
honw for a lout-pint' homes
land, beginning on Sunda% .1
noon with a di iuhIcalh
\ i
against f %Winer (
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Spring Dancefest, dessert
cabaret is Friday night
Murray dower thariame
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'Holy Blood'
author claims
'Code' borrowed
from his work
kil Aulh.
k/.1
claims -The 1).1 \ n
Lopied ideas from his
ssk
British soun
aork insisted in
W.:dm-silo that there arc tn.stor
similarities hetaern his noritts:lion book and Dan lirov.n's
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Visual Eveidence
Exhibition opens
Sunday at Guild
Alumo An(w- ild proud
.umounces the opening cere•
.of the 17th annual Visual
MOW,
The
xhibition
Evidence
reception and awards presentation will take place on Sunday
from 2-1 p.m al the Guild.
located at 103 N fith Si. The
community is 'melted 10 anend
anal admission is free.
All entries are original works
01 art and comprise a 'ancts of
media. Some works are available for purchase whik others
remain in pets ate collections.
The exhibit may also he
%levied during regular hours 10
am. to 3 p.m.. Tuesday through
Wednesday and Friday. The
exhibit Closes on April 17 CAI ,
753-4059 for additional
mation and visit our Wet1N114:
wmumiyartguild ore
he

t•

st inc

Oi

our members

works
The Nlurray Art Guild is a
non-profit educational and cultural orgimuation whose mem
hership is open to am one %kith a
ot the s'stud arts
The Kentucky Arts Council.
a state agency in the Commerce
Cabinet. pros ides operational
support funding for the Murray
An Guild wi:;. siate tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National hick's% ment or the
Arts, which believes a great
nation deserves greet an.
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It's Time To Stop Hurting!
I've been helping your
neighbors for five years -why not you"?

Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic
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John Deere. Husqvarna. Scag, Snapper. Ferris
Good thru March 15. 2006

PUSH MOWERS
All For Only
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Chad( & '14:Joust Carburetor

Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Chenge Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spade Plug
Check Bellery
Check Air Pressure
Check

FREE Feck-up 14 deliver)
within 5 miles

All For Only

$8995
FREE picM-up ti delivery
within 5 miles

Check Air Filer

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & FiNer if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check An Peeseure
Clean Ns Flier
Sharpen dub
Check eine & Pulleys
Check aAdiust Caeburelor
Check Finng
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Sharpen Siscle
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where nee0e0
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THE CELLS THAT SELL!
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work. which e‘plores thrones
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Jesus
that
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Individual, Small Business & Form Returns

dttlerences.
We were writing hinorical
,svniecture, and Mr Brown v.

CORIVE REINHAROT,Phoso
CUTLOOSE! FOOTLOOSE!!!: Alex Fams (top) Hannah Jo Richardson (left) and Sarah
Hines rehearse a dance number for "Footloose Playhouse in the Park's current show
The show runs through Sunday Reservations may be made by caning 'S-2199

ri446.
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Openings For New Mods

tial

co-author
and
Kargent
Richard Leigh an suing -Da
(."cie" Publisher Random
liou.e at Kntain's High Court
tor infringing the copyrislitof
their 1982 hook They claim
Brown's bkick buster "appripnated the architecture- of their
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knn la% lot I,341,4
and 1.11 Lov.,

hut
srpto-religious thriller
on,eded there are also substan-

" said Michael
a WWI
Haigent. co-author of -The Hisl
Blood and the Holy-Grad
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Perm powers
KIPPHUT FEATURED DANCER: Darlene Krpphut (above)
will be featured in Fnday's Spnng Dancelest by the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company

Wall

%le andra
litcrhauni.
I t ch.&
1-h teas.
Julie

Katie
Page

All For

Only

$10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
'tangs Ort &
.,reella & Liebe
NesSauk Plug
Check Sidle"
Check Air Namur'
Clean Am Filer
Show Mob
Check OMB I Pulleys
Check I Allot Carburetor
Check Firing

$14995
All For Only

FREE plicts-up & delivery
tentain amese

(Any lallibbal Porte a Labor At Atlernional Coeds

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

TOYOTA

Hours

Mon.-Fri. 7 30-5 00
Sat 7:30- /.00

Chestnut SI
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Financing -

No Down Payment'
• Refinancing Cash Back To You

• FHA Loans
• Loans Customized To
Flt Your life & Budget
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album -Some Hearts" was also
roe and says 'I lost my brother
one of country musics big sellthree weeks ago in the line of
et's in 2005, led all female nom- duty'
he was a police officer.
Mee, with her four nominations.
He was a big fan and we played
including top female vocalist. ii at the funeral I think that's
what .ountry music is good at.
top new female vocalist and
song of the year for her No. -I het tieing J soundtrack to some"Jesus Take the Wheel."I was hoping for new female
01
sis nominations,
smallst and that's all I was realPaisley said he'd most like to
Is hanging no hopes on.•• said
win album of the year because it
Underwood. who won the popurecognves the musicians, prolar "American Idol" TA' show
ducers. songwriters and every Last year "This isa monumental one else who worked on "Time
moment for me. a milestone in
Well Wasted.my life and my career."I still behest: in the an form
Her nominations also mclud- of the record album.- he said
ed single record of the year for "There is a time and place when
"Jesus Take the Wheel
that may go away. hut now I still
For Paisley, the nominations
believe that that is more of an art
cap a successful and emotional form than just recording a song.
year He dekAded to record
I look hack on my favorite
•'When I Get Where I'M Cooing.- albums and thev are a pan of my
hie
an inspirational song about Me
after death. tter his aunt had
Members of the Academy of
shed of cancer
Country Music -elect the nonuPaisley said the song by
nees and winners of the ACM
Risers Rutherford and George awards, which will he broadcast
Teren has touched a lot of penMay 23 from Las Vegas oti
plc
CBS.

court records
Actress Pamela Bach. 42.
made the filing Monday against
HasselhofT. 51. in Los Angeles
Superior
Coon,
summary.
records on the court's Nch site
shim
At a pro ate heanng. Bach
also asked for a temporary
restraining order against the
actor, but a fudge denied the
request. instead instiu
t
to stay away It.•1[.
other.
"The court indicated that she
should stay where she is, and he
should stay where he is.Hasselhoff's attorney. Mel% in
Goldsman said
by
phone
Wednesday, declining to comment on the allegations.
Documents ornament; lo the
hearing have been sat&W
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sneled Cl
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ti
one duegliser while
A as given custody of the eIZ1
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Judy
Katz
ednesdii‘
Hasselhoff filed for divorce
Ian 12, citing irreconcilable differences after 16 yearrs of marriage. Bach filed her own
divorce papers a day later, also
two
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LEADS NOMINEES: Brad Paisley waves atter pet1Orming
during the Academy of Country Music Awards at the Metededity
Bay Resort & Casino in Las Vegas, on May 17, 2005 Paisley
led the list of nominees Wednesday for the 41st Annual
Academy of Country Music Awards with six nominations,
including top male vocalist of the year

Wife of 'Knight Rider'
claims domestic abuse
LOS ANGELES ( AP) --Less than a month after filing for
divorce, the estranged wife of
David Hasselhoff has filed for a
court order on a claim of domestic violence by the former
"Baywatch- star, according to
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NASHVILLE Tenn.(AP) Brad Paisley led the het of nominees Wednesday for the 41st
Annual Academy of Country
Music Awards with us nominations. including top male vocalist of the year.
Brooks
&
Dunn
and
Sugariand seemed Ilse nominations each. while Rascal Flatts
and Came Underwood had four
apieCe.
The
DOrainateales
were
announced by LIndenstmd and
Rascal Mails.
Besides top male socalist.
Paisley was nominated for
album of the year for Time
Well Wasted.- singk of the y ear
for "Ak:ohol" and song of the
year. vocal event of the year and
video of the year for "When I
Get Where I'm Going." his hit
duet with Dolly Parton
"It's fun to be up for multiple
things." Paisley
told The
Associated Press in a phone
interview. "It's nice to look at
the list this time and it not all he
for one song."
Brooks & Dunn were nominated for entertainer of the year.
top vocal duo and single of the
year. 1061111 ri the ye r and video
of the year for "Balktee.Sugarked received nominations for aiburn of the year for
'INvice the Sliced of Life." top
new duo or vocal pomp and top
vocal group of the year. They
also were recognized in the sMgle record of the year..and song
of the year categones for "Baby
Girl."
Lead singer Jennifer Nettles
received a separate nomination
for Yocad event of the year for
her duet with Bon Jovi. -Who
Says You Can't Go Home.Rascal Hans' four nominations include one for the prestigious entertainer of the year
ay.ard
-The nomination is enough
of a win for us." said lead singer
Gary Lesox.
csc been fonunate to
hy it
tour with the hest To he nominated for entertainer of the year
is just an amaiing surprise for
us."
The group also is nominated
for album of the year for "Feels
Like Today." which has sold
more than 4 million copies,
making it the hest-selling country album of 2O05.. It features
several hits, including the title
track. "Fast C'ars & Freedom,"
the Grammy-winning "Bless the
Broken
Road" and "Skin
(Sarabethi.- which is nominated
for song of the year
Levoit described the album
and song nominations as panicularly gratifying
-We spend so much time and
effort trying to wnte the hest
songs that we can write anti pick
the hest songs that we can."
Levox said. "Everything we are
as humans at that time is put on
tape
Rascal Flans was also among
the nominees for top s ocal
group
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CLAIMS ABUSE: Pamela
Bach is shown with husband
David Hasselhoff
citing irrt'concilahlc differences
Messages left Wednesday at
the office of Bach's attorney
were not innnedeasely returned
Hasselhoff played lifeguard
Mitch
Buchannon
is
"Baywatch" from 1989 to 2000.
He also starred in the 1910s TV
%enc. "Knight Rider.- in which
his character. Michael Knight.
teamed with a talking Pontiac
Trans Am sports ear to 110
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ORDINANCE 1006-111811
An Ordinance amending Chapter 50,
Utility Customer Service, of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances
H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing. Mayor
Attest.
as Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared b‘
Warren

ORDINANCE 2006-1397
An Ordinance further amending zoning
ordinance number 794 of the City of
Murray. Kentucky. so as to rezone a
2 312 acre tract of land located at the
rear portion of 807 and 909 Coldwater
Road Said property is owned by Gut°
Dinh and lung Iftnh
H Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing: Mayor

AM

Attest
s s Harts McClure
Harla McClure. City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins. City Attorney
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ORDINANCE 2008-1398
NU,

An Ordinance amending Ordinai,
Number 2003-1333 to include a new
non allowing a reduction in pay for
council members who miss more
two meetings per year. with said ructi,
non being at the sole discretion ol tl,,
Mayor if there is a catastrophic illness
sis H Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing M.r.• •
Attest
ss Harla McClure
Marla WM-re-City rwk
Summa r% prepared by
Warren Hopkins City Attorney
INVITATION TO BID
GENERAL SUPPLIES &
EQUIPMENT
The Murray Board of Education is Al
ing sealed bids for general supplies A ,
equipment to include athletic supplies &
equipment. athletic equipment reconditioning. audio visual. bandinusic sup,
plies business forms 'Custom ,. custridr
supplies & equipment, duplicating
plies, fire safety security items. 11,
aid health supplies. furniture. MAC
plies & equipment. instructional suppl:,
laminating & landing supplies. libr..,
books & supplies. lumber & garden
maintenance supplies & equipment.
office supplies, playground equipment &
supplies. printing services & equipment.
specialty items iArt. Math, Science.
Special Education, etc.!. toner. tools &
equipment. transportation supplies. trophies & awards, and uniforms Bids will
be accepted until Z.00 P.M.. Thursday
Miirgh_Au__210 at the Murray Board
Office Specifications are on file at the
Murray Board of Education, Carter
Administration Building. 208 S 1:30,
Street. Murray. KY 42071 The NIuri
Board of Education reserves the right 1.reject any and or all bids
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Maintenance Electrician
(6:30 am - 5:00 p.m.)
We have ar ir.rnediare need for or experienced . maintenance electncian who is
proficient in electronic, pneumatic and
mechanical troubleshooting E xpenence
oath PLC machine controls and automated
assembly equipment is a must Ability to
program PLC controls is required.
Experience with Direct -Logic 105. FanuC.
AB SLC 500 is a plus This position is full
time, in a challenging manufacturing environment Ability to work with production
and coordinate multiple projects is
,equire-d
Must be a self-Starter
Competitive salary. medical dental life
.riSurarece. 401K M F,ViD--E0E
Send resume with references and salary
requirements to kcottrtiaochatteknc...cQrn
Fax to 270-753-4049 or Mail to listed
address No 1)(14fte, calls please

Jakel Inc.
H/R Manager
700 N. 4th Street
Murray KY 42071
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Taking applications
for all positions. Da
& night. Appl.), in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murra.N.
No phone calls.
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SperIsmens ANCHOR
IMPORT a MARINA
SNOW an Hwy 88 at
Aeleilltsn Creek. hiring
for
the
seasonHOUSEKEEPERS.
STORE
CLERKS,
OUTSIDE GROUNDS
MAINTENANCE AND
MARINA DOCK PERSON Call tor applies.
'bon and interview 1270) 354-6568

ACCOUNT S/INVEN
TORY
CONTROL
CLERK at Murray
State University Fulltime position With benefits Two years or opt*cle and three years of
general office expen
enc. which includes
accountingtbOOkkeep
ing inventory control
and other financial matters Microsoft Office
skies with expertise in
Excel preferred Clock
on 'Errignoymenr at
www freurraystate edu
for additional information Salary $9 05 per
hour Request appica
lion at 270-009-2147 or
Human
at
apply
Murray
Resources
State University 404
Sparks Hal, Murray
KY
42071.3312
Women minorities
encouraged to apply
AA
1.1/F4)
EEO
4MISIDYIK
AREA restaurant chain
has job opening for
Service Tech Must be
licensed in fik/AC
with
Experience
restaurant equipment
Benefits
helpful
offered with experience Pay up to $15
per 1104, Applications
to PO Box 7809
Paducah KY 42002
AVON help needed
Only $10 to start your
own Avon business
1877-420-6567
DAYS inn Now hwing
housekeepers Apply en
:sirson 800 a m 3.00
pm 517 S 12th
Street
DRIVERS with COL
neededI Are you a
retired truck driver or
noking for • few
months Cl work carving
.oe,ally7 We need Ws
sonar drivers of any
age with current CCils
Cal or apply at Rower
Clark 437-4000
EARN Extra Income.
Act now for bonus Be
your own boss. 901
your own hours. Om
*or details 750-5303
Monica Moor*.
Decorating Comma,'
MOTO Interior 8, Go.
WANTED
Experienced
designers Sala',
minium,will expert
ince Send resume to
Human Reetaireas
PO Sox /304 Murray
KY 42071

THE Del Deeds
Let us get Ike din out
No rob loo Mtge or too
small Wei neon your
house epic span
Matsui James
4364338

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Conked Technician
Salvos, repairs
7110.311110

TERMINAL Manager
seresd. ROW Making company. Comma
environment. APITIOURS. Call Wry
work
must have trucking 753-3633
EMERALD Transport, expenersos and com- BUYING punk cars
a local and long de- ps*/ Isieviledge Must trucks tractors and
lance carrier loading reloads lo Oentevele. metal boats 436-5235
WW1, TN eM blip Mk adopneumatic
CASH paid for
dumps, and tankies, coon. WM bawd0^
good used guns
Fax
taking applioallese br amenerme.
Benson Sporting
drivers Nee
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Murray
Paris. TN between include
previous
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We Mier eximeset
LPN for rural nursing will a barna inosnewe VVAW to buy Junk Crir
horns part-bme or Ul- pen and a conmellem end Duds. Cell (270)
timo Arbor Place of benefit package.
4744610 or 1113-6199
Puryear Contact
Sit dies Iasi
Carolyn Kaczor at Email memos lo
(731)247-3205
care•rsOscoreMidis
EOE
boardl corn or comFor tisk
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NOW Hiring housetittp iiscom- 2 Prorn'dreeses.
keeping APO/ w1 Per- cation at
comemploy- 1 Tillery size 8 new
boardl
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Mery's sue 10
Express Hwy 641 N
Phone 753-7777
Murray
56 inch HD TV $700
NOW hiring servers at
(270)705-0841
Ink II Mikan
WO°s Must be availCINDERELLA prom
able dere API* in Per- CLEAN
dresses 1 We 4 yel
houses
son after 10 30 am
tow. 1 size 8 blue $150
rentals. opts etc
Call 227-3578 tor more
each 270-492-8614
436-2745
into
loveseat
COUCH
chair & ottoman w/c1
MUSIMINVES Deploys CLEANING houses is
end
dining NNW
hes low immediate lob my business Call
tables sofa table
cifteibIg for Sales Linde H. 7504553
stove
Must seal
R•pres•ntative
Please cal 436-2118
--s pay with DOLLAR Gera
Cc ,_._
Transportation
after 5Pte.1
seas bonus plan and
ben* peddles. Send Ables to medical
EXERCISE bike $30
resurenieby nue only to appointments. haw
Daybed with trundle.
PO Box es. Murray. appointments, grocery, $50 CM 7534511
school
1Nal-rnan,
work.
KY
42071. ATTN
JENNY Und baby bed
Human Resources. NO Monday-Friday
will Seely mattress
phone calls or vrallt-ine ibo Mr dark rides
Changing tabki and
753-7129
toddler bed Curio cabSAFETY
advisors
inet 759-5408
$2500 month, manager
TODDLER bed and
trainees $3000 month HOME daycare looking
mattress Both $75
Company will train. Call for children of any age
Daytime hours
Like new Cali
M-F 9em-lpm only'
753-7031
436-2373
1400-578-8799

KIMBALL organ excel
lent condition 1400
090 Series of four
western prates
papers
eirautheXcity
o
$150
(270)205-5759
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sobbeded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Squire
Huge Selection Dram
Pnceal 753-0530
PREPAID Dish network
satellite cards No
credit check, no commitment AT 60 or Dish
Latino $30 mo For
move into 750-0901
STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582
(night) 759-4718
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w• capped
sleeves. sin 16 1200
270-7534909
Call
atter 5PAI

KENMORE Washer &
Gas Dryer $1 50 00
0130 12701519-1511
after 500 p m
REFRIGERATOR
Kenmore 27 cubic
teat. water AI ice on
door, almond color
very an a good condition $32500
1270)438-8051
12701436-6135

DSLI3
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
or, the square
753-1713

Email us at
r
sallimurtailidgerzorn

WASHER and dryer
for
bolt
$150
1270)705-0041

MATTRESS sets on
sales
Carraway
Furniture 753-1502
Respare
FIREWOOD
removal
(270)527-6368
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Peddler s
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3 BEDROOMS • 2 SATINS
FEATURES: 6 Panel Steel Door. Vaulted Ceiling. 1)i.h%it.hcr, Stme.
Refrigerator. Soaker Cuirtien Tub. 36- Shower Stall. Double La'.aux), Mirrored
Feature Wall Lighted (*citing Fan is/Oak (irid. Wainscot in Living Room.
'llgrade Carpet Pitt. nu% Much Much More'
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NOFF'S HOMES9 INC.
390W DUKED0M ROAD. MAYFIELD. KY
Fm- Pcnondil Fri(one ‘hos4 Inc Call
(270) 328-8411
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!

Saotaaveme, INoorclis 1BOK AB 10:00 AJIML
••70.• Fax FarnIly Eatata Farm'
Naar imuirras. Stromit &scram y - "Merry Catevse•-H
Southeast Calloway County. Kentucky
From Murray. SE City Limit Edge.
Take Hwy 121 South 4 5 Miles To Property!
Fronting Hwy 121 - Fox Road - Century Road
A Very Danalrabla Location!!

In 1 7 Tracts And In Combinations
ORIAT MINI TRACTS - FANTASTIC NOMESITES
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Ram Amy snowiest/ Tract.
Caraltinalen 017rabts
Or 1.14• Entire Property,
19% Dame Alb A tilkaimm
liapasilto $3.11a.Per
eatmon la a am
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ebulldars • Fanners • Inerestors
What A Groat P'roparty11
Terrific Location - Lots Of Road Frontage
County Water Line Along Navy 121
CAL,LOWAY CO FSA FARM • 361
WHEAT BASE 49 7 ACRES • CORN BASE 53.9 ACRES
SOYBEAN BASE 55 3 ACRES
DIRECT PAYMENT FOR 2006 $ 2.588.00
Wiest* mar now wur-Alawm.se..sa•••••
enfill Saarsow Asada Irrocst 113ketailasi
81434••
The Ant:titan Will No Meld At
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Bong your dead
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Cal today W
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lot $13.500 753-8012
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recently roniodoled
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&Sung 64.000 090
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(270)4924043
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IN 4 TRACTS 6 COMBINATIONS

ow website: www.harresauctions.corn
'PEOPLE MMHG FOR PEOPLE"'

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!
TN E A 110•4011l ALA- OA EA A RITMO
JACKSON PIROCNASE FARM IRACRINERY
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WE NEVER KNOW riKAT VOL BE UTNE AUCTION
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MSS CLOSE OUTS
and
Singlevaides
Doublowtdos - Buy
and
00
Maly
$1 000$ WE OWN
THE BANK Call today
at 7314424436

TAKE YOUR PICK Mad 5 Bedrooms and
boat
2
bedroom.
3
'93 14.70 Caplan MIR
Iltias or how about 4
3
horns near Camden II BM stove. 0Maisatt2
and
Bedrooms
Kentucky Lae Only a microwave. Must
Saha' both mad mu
139.99911'
rmvo 4614192
the 1180's Cal
731-584-9429
731442443B today!!
FISHERMAN S
Spacial'',2 bedroom 1
93 Southern 18470
bah I Mio Ice' Ora
11111 111wros Pw Mal
AR. 28A. CittiA.
$27.905 Cal now"'
front
coma*
dock.
731-584-903
porch and woks. carLARGE 2-tx 2-bath
pal appliances vrod
$21500 7534012
3 bedroom 2 balh dou
loc Must sea!
Now tdrisda dose to nay
4364306
2101 No pats
'
Wal-Mert in Camden,
Providence area
753-9886
731-5M-9109

2.1122 is.11. alum or
retail 1111111 N
753 ?Wier 293-1490

M

ao Par NM

105 1 year obi no
pas $303
M00101(205)361-4763
13344194096
1 OR Tbr apes neer
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

downtown

i 2 3 apla 753-1252
or 753-08011
abla Passe me
7S34221
18R. el applkonose.
004 *Pk-. ammo a
V75 Wow, MI
7se-4115

TWO cats hoo to gam
homes Spayoo and
UTD on
neutered
shots George Darns"
4502079-4582

3853 1
.
753

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACIUMES - TRUCKS

Lamina•heals

IlrIANBITS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT SIMMS
IIKIVSANDS.. TO MArnaD KY
BRING 'Mutt EQUIPMEPIlt on
VANIIMaday - Thursday - Or Fr,
MARCH 13TH - 9TH - 1 OTh
STAFF A LOADERS WILL SE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...

INITIL THE LOT IS RILL..

I

Slay Pars itadataa Mom NOW &a Ilaawastillf
Masao Ma Wane Mae. iliatestaa Past &Mho
am IItotal'',ilairetka On 1111111
or
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.1r.
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•205 1 Bath apt lit
appliances ad $425
•1BR 1 bath with
study tird $350
53-7559
19F1 um/undated'Pan
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Ulnas MA coals Its
Mead No pas Loma
and depose required
5300mo 751-2743
105 411-12S fah Si
5250emo•sec
474-2820
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*Calloway County Farm Service Agency Farm* 1008 Has mg 106.1
Acres In CRP Program With Annual Income Of S6.41600
REAL MATE WILL SELL AT 10:1111AM REGARDI I ss OF Plth
BUY 4.V) TRACE COMBINATIO.N. OR ENTIRE PROPERTY .'
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590.000 ESTIMATE!) STANDING TIMBER OWNER'S PORTION. TAKE ,4
TOUR OF THIS OUTSTANDING FARM. ABUNDENCE OF WILDLIFE.
DEER. TL'RKEY RABBITS. QUIAI. 4 MIST SEE FARM IN S.E. CALLOWAY CO.
REAL ESTATE TRACTS- 4 TRACTS Tract 1' 14.820 Acrt. Ruslifint:
Tract. Tract 2* 63.679 Acres Open Productise Farmland In CI(I'. Frac'
3* 31.713 Acres Mainly Open Farmland With Mature Trees Great
Building Tract. Tract e 138.754 Acres Of Outstanding Red Oak. Whitt.
Oak. Hickory. Cherry. Ash. Sugar Maple. Misc pp
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29/1 $340 00
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Ono hours 8-2
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753-11121
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We soma Swum
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902 Nontmood Dr
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Rion, 71111-41154
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Opportunk
TOO 614904014088
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.
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47310642.1993

C
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David's Cleaning
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We Specialize in Cleaning'
*Wiwi et frin.iiip fake* lester•11nLi •All IisCliegime
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•s,dCk..
A
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Dated Bin der.
127111 527-7179 or 42791 293-0939

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

cameos
2004
Coachman
Gamow
33
tow
Defend slide out never
used Call 753-0033
age&law

*

14FT akimmum John
boat Older Johnson
elecinc start 4016
MInnkota New ballery.
sea& wreak wish
Misr $900 293-27110
le
Tracks,
185
condition
Excellent
loaded New hang
molar.(270)34541M
IRIS Faker F17 Saw
white $O HP Pelee
°sap kepL EINSIent
oraidllen Oath *oder
Pail molar 99.000
COO 7e0411123

YARD SALE
MOVING SALE
1605 Parklane Dr.
Friday • 8-2
rain or shine
some of
everything

Sao
1-275 acres Owne
financing
available
i270)489-2116 soave
message
Matey Prokissional
4ecirmsing
Tor what its
fi-1270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment twitting with 5
two-SR units Excellent
income -producer
$125.000
270-753-4109
270-227-1545

KENTUCKY'S Larges
Lakes'
LAST
CHANCE'
Dockable waterfront
Irorn $79900 Final
phase
in
mentor
waterfront community.
Incredible
views!
Privacy, Ideal location!
Call ovine!
(270)924-4328
111111iMi
RANCH Style House &
10_5 acres. 1 in from
SW school 3 bedrooms 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop 4
stall horse barn 22x40
equipment
shed.
S224 900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212
753-3992
Anew
12 wooded acres
Owner says sell Cal
for tour
Rea Ma
Reilly (270)924-4112
Perla
3-BR recent updates
7eal tocalion
753-0566
38R. 2 beih. oversized
2 car garage. screened
iii beck porch
1-2/3
acre South Marshall
Benton
area
(270)527-3605
58R. 30A. brick.. 3 car
garage. in Crosshead
112
Subdtvesion
Birchwood Dr . Move-in
reedy $249.000
436-2065 after 6 00
PM
BY
owner
1700
College Farm Rd
4BR
38A
Murray
large kitchen great
room Comer lot oxcart
location
city
lent
schools 270-293 4

ANNouNCIIIIIINTS
r tuns: vibs,
•ACtv
ean ewe a IS-vreed
chomMit ad in 70
Karemaky rwegpspore
ex as Yee as One wen
one order. am payment For edieteMion,
contact he alemeted
department of ea
newspaper or cal KPS
1-502-2234921
OUSSIMMI
OPPORTUNITIES
•GOLF- Serious Sue x
PGA Tow phows seek
Dealers Yr round bus
Dealers make up to
$30014 yr Est Co with
success stones $3911
invest recjd 000-6054563
SUMBIRIM
1111111110111

tate Sea
HARM, Kentucky 3
oedroont 1-1/2 bath
Ally. Wing & dining
room central err I
hest copal, vinyl
ing. unattached wage
Ism vinyl siding Price
$52500 Cal 437-4714
or 293-6359

1
Lawn
Mowing
mulch other servo:es
also 227-6656

436-5141 A-APPORDAKE Hauling Coen
Out garages gutters,
M* & tree work
4611-411113ODOOF
REPAIRS. New
NEW
48R
384
Roots. all types 29
Murray Estates, 2 fanviy rooms hardwood
years experience Call
Carters
floors ceramic Ye. carpet 3 car garage Lots
A-1 Gutter cleaning
of extras tor the money *hitting. punk dean up
Greet price' 753-3966
cleaning out sheds Sec
293-9747
436-2987
A-1
Joe's
Mower
PERFECT 3/2 home in
Repair Tune up spegood county neighborFree
cials
hood Landscaped and
pickup/delivery
decorated to delight
436-2667
" APPAIIIIIM
mu
"
drapes and yard egurPA-1 Lamb's
menlinitillsi. Worie in
Protessional Tree
and
way.
PreSennce Complete
appraised. 11118.000
removal, trimming. ere
For sale by onster,
Also Tractor
270-227-580e
work, Landscaping
436-2667
SMALL 2 bedroom 1
A-1 Slump Removal
bath on 14 acre lot
437-3044
with 24x38 shop on
Line
Rd.
Stale
Crossland area. Tenn
ALL CARPENTRY
side $30,000
Remodeling. additions
4924399
porches decks sun
rooms vinyl siding
WWW KYLAKEFSmobile home repair,
BO COM
saggsng floors limits
See area homes for
& water damage Larry
sale by owner or list
thrinmo 1270)753-9372
your property.
or (270)753-0353
767-0691 tor onto
ANDRUS Excavating
Corned wale
lareas Ors
Inethlallen
*Custom dozer
2005 Kawasaki 750
backhoe service
Brute Force Extended
.Ponds
warranty until 2009
Driveways
-IMF pipe
$6 500
ensured
Excellent shape 526
753-9503 978-0404
mites 270-293-5566
APPUANCE REPAIR
=RIME 1 PARTS
2003 Honda Shadow
(270) 293-8726 OR
10 000 miles boded
759-5534
excellent
condition
Chuck Van Buren
must sell $3.950
759-3599 alter 5 DOPM
APPlUCE
REPAIR di PARTS
2000 Ford Taurus
81 000rni leather at
power 753-7722
16 Ford Contour
door while. 4 cylinder
fun power & AC
117 000 miles $2.500
(270)293-1670
1995 Maxima, PM
•
6x9
pioneer
Weekisrs. sunroof, CD
Omer. sharp car
753-3705

('HAI) B. HI CHIN
%PO Sits. I
22
1276) 226-93911
12761 4924191
AREA LAWN CARF.
cemairvialtexidraisi
ekiewere
*Lei Reisorai
•Geisa tlieries
go.
293-9%2
4

AUTRY
ROOFING

Vas
93 Aerostat van 5700
(270)705-0641

97 GMC 1500 itoi
ext -cab step side
135000 miles $4.700
1969 Ford F350 1211
flatbed $2.000
293-8705
1994 Chevy eel cat)
Z71 4W0 Excellent
condition en and out
Asking 86.500
759-2130

SACKHGE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel.
WIN rock
435-2113
Dow work I Tweak
hoe
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
Stump grondong firewood Insured
489-2839

ett

Run a 1 xl ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

*Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siotng. windows. rook
kitchens Guaranteed
anweingt No payments
unlit June 2006
Starling at $119 month
Call11400-251-0643
•Dworce

$195,

Incorporation

$195

Your
alternative to
expensive legal less' I 600-303-1170 or ncdproserince•aol corn
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*SAWMILLS from only
$2.795' Convert your
LOGS TO VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
P4orviood portabie bend
simnel Log Sludders
also
available
we* norwoodindustnes corn Free informstron
1-800-578-1363
ext3001Y
FINANCIAL
4scash... Immediere
cash fix structured settlements annuities. No
suit mortgage notes IL
caste
flows.
JG
Wenhvorth 51 1-80079.*- 7310
FOR RENT
*Find allordeble rental
On
housing
www.KyRente.orft Free
searching. free Wings'
Provided
by
the
Kentucky
Housing
Equal
Corporation
Housing Opportunity
FOR SALE

40134774107
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Page a Pre-Pew
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Cornpar,v
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II
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Meloare Awensage thaws
*Pere
Included Operators: Otani Wow
Complest we of L. Linea airs regalia
Hoak & tillongsge pro- rune via high pay and
nossaires
Ocean predate 'Earn sieesend
11.280-12.000 merrary. OTII also aufisals Cal
'Leeds provided. -No 000.211440W new,
prospecting or cold cal43TC gels Shad drovm 'Wok 3.4.5 days
ers hone awry week-Very high dosing
end wilh IMO pay'
'Lamm Funerals!. Lie
thick.,
Company
S.
Heath
Loans. Drivers
start up to
required Cali 1-011642cpm. 0/04 avg
224-8450 rod 1203
$1 58 all robes. Call
8 0 0 - 2 38 - 6 8 0 3
HOMES FOR SALE
www 8Talet coin
•ETC
Custom
Log
Homes Osel leg design •Oelta Trucking School
on the meslist. We eller Accepting Trainees tor
kits, coaggste home.. Werner. Swift. CR
wawa eargeldng. and England. others' 16 cley
Iowa price. Ca before C131, $0 down skadent
you buy' Mike Embry anenonce Tuition ram
bursement avail Job
270-1166-43451
placement asst MonFree
Log
Home Sun 1-800-883-0171x6
Seminar, March 111111.
2006. Old Timer Log *Driver Be Home Every
1-2
&
Homes
Mt
Juliet. Weekend'
orneshrili Earn up to
Tennessee
year,
Reeervelions reamed $50.000 first
Regional flatbed dethrFor more inlormaon
-800-467-3006 ones. Class-A COL & 6
cam
www oidtimer- months tractor trailer
reqd
experience
loghomee cam
Valley
Wabash
INSTRUCTIONAL
Transportation
Inc
o o 2 46 - 6 30 5
.COL-A Truck Onving
Training, Otte student ewe winonkne corn
per teacher
Make *DriverKNIGHT
$40.000. 1st yew pat- TRANSPORTATION
en&
Competerwily '
Your
Hometown
priced. pob placement,
National Garner We are
financing
available happy
to announce we
tuition reimbursement
are bringing beck our
502-320-2090 Roads
Lease Purchase proScholars
gram Give us 3 months
"Wanted Students to sea company driver, we
train COL-A 16 dsy pro- gke you a MANI AS a
gram. No money down team dnver 8116-346weir knightLodging- meets- trans- 4639.
Clas, A
portation C & C Truck trans coin
School
1-877-554- COL/ 6 mos OTR
3800
•Dnver 00sPay Raise Pref.
,d
MEDICAL
Plus, Fuel Sun:herr
'New
Power
$2.500 Sign-On Blow
Wheelchairs Scooters Flatbed
Company
Absolutely NO cost to Drivers- up
to 45CPmyou! Call Toll Free 1 - Top LiPi Driving
School
666-346-4046
Grads welcome' Boyd
800-543-8923
Bros
allaCELLANEOUS
www boydbros corn
*Earn Degree online
from home 'Altinacal •Dnver Owner Operator
Average
'Business 'paralegal Company
Home
'Computers. 'Cnminai Si 20, mile
Justice Job placement weekend No forced dispatch Plate program
Computer
provided
Financial aid it quality Cider trucks welcome
( 8 6 6 8 5 8 - 2 12 1 Quick Start Call Max at
www onlin•fidewa- T&T, 1-800-511-0082
tined)corn
*Omer Sign On bonus.
*Uhl. Planing Saha
We smemile
leads. weilue Wang
we NON saysion
IMOK413K
income
panda Prior MAWS,
Waft seise experience required 11004110
0275 me 104
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We do a We odd robs
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PAIPARG, presurt•
washing. We dean
thing Odd lobs
/iyas, ,‘abee
rates
270(474-2046
SERVICE on .'
Home. boat RV repo.
Plum. elec. Wood Itemrule repair Vine ming
Replacement windows
i2201616-3605

753-2172
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Trash Service
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I. U 1
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kit!
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•MIELMOLE
•PATES A5 Law AS
maxi
7111-$141 2124131
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IGN UP NOW WIT
Eddie Ward Farms
Lawn Services
%tfordable pricing.

492-8192
MMID4111:11 Full Lavin
II Landscape needs
Mewed 270-210-62611

Horoscope
Kik III) %I
II %I'll
for
Fridia. Starch 10. 2005:
You haw a ,postI and fun N
that draws many people to •oti
On the other hand. you might
have difficulty accomplishing
what you want. as you could
quite frivokius and silly. You
still might helsew that others
always have good intentions,
until you encounter a situation
otherwise, after which •ou
return to •our original pretntw
You will haw to locus to get
an thing done this year. It
are single. hecau.e. of !pow
innate nat•ete. •ou could ca%i4
hoot up with someone who isn't
all he. or .he appears to he. It you
aft JILached. out relatewiship
will he enhanced h) frequent
y.rekenti geho• s. LEO can he
a hard taskmaster

ie4no
—Wo—niks
Prune mow a trim
Odd lobs
(270)227-7148 Lyle

krissorliselm
of day you'll have You we more
in control than you rallizo.
frivolous behavior might come
from you Do you Wily wee
You could be overly serious and
cause yourself a probiem. Don't
VIRGO(Aug. 23411eyt. 22)
•**** You might want to think
before you leap inlo action. Your
personality wil MIN barriers it
you approach Muslims quietly.
ivith SWOW AMINat your
oboe:eves. Sometimes it is wise

•- Tails
from
the
Bluegrass' by Leigh
Anne Florence, is now a
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